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Apartments for PW
As
Opened in

Nashville

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — ville.
People are ready to move into a rent—
"In the past, the focus on hous—
subsidized apartment complex this
ing came at the end of someone‘s
week that was built specifically for life, but this will be
for people in all
people with AIDS.
stages," Bodenmiller said. "We want
Fhe intent is to make life easier this to be
a real community."
for people with AIDS who are hav—
The complex was developed by
inga hardtime making ends meet
Nashville CARES and the Council
orwho can no longer take care of of Community Services.
themselves and need help.
Three people moved in the first
As an apartment complex,it will
week in March.
binethe benefits of livinginde—
Rent will be $200 a month. There
ndently «
roup support ser— will be 11 single—bedroom
apart—
es and activities, said Joseph
ments, a community room, meeting —
Bodenmi
cli ent ser— % _rC

Residents Sue
( to Stop Sister
Spirit Mediation
HATTIESBURG, (AP) —
U.S. Attorney GeneralMiss.
Reno
overstepped her authorityJanet
when
she
intervened in adispute between resi—
dents and a feminist retreat run by
Lesbians, two ofthe neigh
in a lawsuit filed Mar. 7. borsclaim
John Allen andJames ry are
askingthe court toorderReHend
noto stop
heragency‘sattempts to media
the
dispute with the tiny southernteMis—
sissippi town ofOvett. They also are
seeki
ng damages ofat least $50,000
Pipeline owner Dennis Kijowski was voted
"Man of the Year" atTsarus‘ apiece. Hend
ry is head Missis—
Tenth Annual Awards held March 10 at WKRB
. See Story on page 14.
sippi for Family Values, ofa grou
Ovett—area residents opposed toptheof
retreat. Allen is pastor of the First
Rally Seeks Inclus
ion In
Baptist Church ofRichton.
Reno called in feder mediators
Opportunity Statem
— last month after Camp alSister
ents
Spirit
owne
rs
Bren
da
and
Wand
a
Hens
On Tuesday March 29 a protest
Memphis‘? Prove It," referring to the
reported receiving a handwritteonn
rally was held at the University of University
‘s recent name change to
threat in the mail. The two said they
Memphis (formerly Memphis State)
reflect a more progressive image.
have
also received threats by tele—
in the University Center Mall area.
Literature distributed at the rally by
phone
.
The event, sponsored by students organizers highl
Reno told a Gay—rights groupshe
ighted both the need
for Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian and prece
"cons
dent for a policy. By
iders the threat of violence in
Awareness (BGALA), attracted over adopting the
Ovett
proposed policy, "the
to be real."
a hundred participants and featured
University of Memphis would
Media
tors have met with some
speakers from both the University
merely be meeting.the standards of camp residents and opponents,
and the surrounding community.
those urban research universities af—
there have been nojoint meetings.but
The purpose of the rally was to
ter which it seeks to model itself,"
Some ofthe town‘s400 residents
target the University‘s failure to in—
one leaflet read.
have
said they fear the 120—acre
ude "sexual
orientati
he
mp wi
mea hubof homo—

e

Gay

s in

Military Policy

NEW YORK (AP) — The
Clinton administration says its
policy on Gays in the military deter—
mines a pergon‘s suitability to serve
based on conduct, not sexual orien—
tation. But two civil rights groups
say it‘s not much different than the
ban it replaced.
The American Civil Liberties
Union and the Lambda Legal De—
fense and Education Fund filed a
lawsuit against the policy Mar. 7 in
federal court in Brooklyn. They say
the Clinton administration policy,
and a law passed by Congress last
year, is unconstitutional.
Joe Krovisky, a spokesman for
the Justice Department, said the gov—
ernment had no comment, in keep—
— ing with its policy on lawsuits.
U.S. District Court Judge Eu—
gene Nickerson scheduled a hear—
ing for March 18 on the lawsuit‘s
demand that the government be
banned from carrying out its
policy until the suit is settled.

Beatrice Dohrn of the Lambda
defense fund, a Gay rights group,
said Clinton‘s so—called "don‘t
ask, don‘t tell" policy and the fed—
eral law amounted to nothing more
than "the same old ban" used to
keep Gays and Lesbians out of the
military for the past 50 years. —
Under Clinton‘s policy, recruit—
_ers are not supposed to question
men and women about their sexual
orientation, and military officials
are not supposed to conduct witch
hunts for suspected Gays.
The federal law, passed by
Congress and signed into law by
Clinton in the fall, reserves the
right for a future defense secretary
to reinstate the policy of question—
ing recruits about their sexual ori—
entation to keep homosexuals out
of the military.
The Clinton administration
says its policy is meant to judge a
person‘s suitability to serve based
on conduct, not sexual orientation.

But Dohtn said the regulations
and law actually go far beyond
that. She noted that both define ho—
mosexuality conduct as "state—
ments and a propensity to engage
in acts."
This directly punishes speech in
violation of the Constitution," she
said. "It punishes the words ‘I am
Gay."
And since heterosexuals are al—
lowed to talk freely about their
sexual preference but homosexu—
als are not, the regulations and law
also violate the Constitution‘s
guarantee that all people will be
treated equally under the law,
Dohrn said.
"They are trying to make it
sound likes it‘s only sexual mis—
conduct, but that‘s not true. Basi—
cally, if someone finds out your
Gay, you will be discharged,"
Dohrn said. "So you can‘t be in the
military unless you are so deeply
closeted that no one finds out."

L

lg

lobbied for a similar policy
Salisbury State University in Mary—
land, said she was pleased with the
turnout. "This represents the whole
spectrum ofsupport that exists in our
community. The University cannot
continue to ignore this issue. It sim—
ply won‘t go away."
f
Speakers addressing the ral ly ex—
pressed concern about homophobia
on campus and its impact on the lives
of students and faculty. Larry.
Edwards, faculty advisor for
BGALA, stated that staff and fac —
ulty often remain closeted for fear
of losing jobs or tenure. Brian
McHenry, a graduate student and
former president of the student
group, spoke about the fear and iso—
lation experienced by many gay and
lesbian students.He used the re—
sounding acoustics to give hisname
and announce that he was Gay. "My
grade and my paycheck come from
this university and I am willing to
take the risk and say my name," he
said. Anonymous testimonials were
also readdetailing the experiences
of gay and lesbian students on cam—
pus.
Continued on page 29
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ceeded her jurisdiction and hasin—
fringed upon thepowers vedfor—
the state and the people,"reser
tiffs‘ attorney, Mike Bareftheield,plainar——
gued in the lawsuit.
3
A U.S. Dept. of Justice spokes—
man defended the invol t of
the Community Relationsvemen
Service,
saying it had helped defuse confl
icts
over nuclearpower, the anniversar
ofthe 1970 Kent State shootings andy
a tax dispute concerningthe Church
ofScientology.
f
"We fully believe that the CRS
has appropriate and legal authority
to mediate this volatile communit
conflict,"spokesman Carl Stern said.y
BrendaHenson called the lawsuit
"ludicrous."
"They‘reshowingby the suit they
really don‘t wantto resolvethis
said by phone from Washington,"she
"They don‘t want to solve .the
problem, they want to make an is—
sue,"she said. "All we want
to do is
live in peace." —
The Hensons have 20 women in
residencehelping to rebui
the
former pig farm. They want toldhold
workshops on sexual harassment
and abuse and women‘s legalrights.
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Changing Your
Name?

Opinions expressed in
editorials and
commentaries are those
of the authors
By Michael LaBonte
used to challenge those few laws prote
basis of sexual orientation.
ct—
intimidation of Gay instructors by
TJN Contriubutor
per—
ing us from discrimination. The simpl
Although president Rawlins has infor— ceived
e
departmental homophobia; Gay
fact of the matter is that equal prote
ction mally assured BGALA that Memphis
bashing incidents involving MSU stud
It is difficult to believe it‘s been nearl
y from discrimination is not a "spec
ents
State University "does not condone dis— as
ial
right.
"
four years since BGALA first proposed
the aggressors; the advertised exclusio
the
n
Unfortunately, many heterosexuals
crimination on the basis ofsexual orienta— of Gay
are
idea of expanding Memphis State
/Lesbian couples from a residence
under the impression that Gays, Lesbi
tion," the students and faculty of the new hall
ans,
University‘s equal opportunity statements
program on relationships; vandalism
and bisexuals are legally protected
"Univ
ersity of Memphis" deserve more of a loca
from
to include the category "sexual orien
l campus chapel after a Gay reli—
ta— discrimination under existing
laws. They than a mere unpublished assurance of the
gious group met there; students afraid
tion." During the course of these four years
to
are puzzled when they hear terms
like president that the University will always
openly attend BGALA meetings for
the organization has compiled an impre
s—
fear
"Gay rights" because they assume
act fairly, responsibly, and in their best of
legal
sive amount of information related to
harassment; the defacement of
a equality already exists.
intere
st.
BGA
policy change which it has openly share
LA‘s board space in the University
d
Currently there are no federal or state
It is also important to note that, despite Center;
with the University‘s administration.
and intimidating homophobic re—
laws protecting Tennessee citizens from the way the administra
tion is choosing to marks made by faculty
Therefore, it was disturbing when a recen
members in the
t discrimination on the basis of
sexual ori— ~ frame the issues, the policy BGALA is pro—
presence of Lesbian and Gay students
letter (Feb. 22) to BGALA officers
from
.
entation. It is completely legal in Tenn
es— — posing does NOT "explicitly identify one
Everyone agrees that discrimination and
"University of Memphis" president
Lane
see for employers to discriminate again
or another group." Sexual orientation— harassme
st
Rawlins requested even more time to
nt are antithetical to the mission
re—
potential employees or terminate emplo
defin
ed as sex/gender orientation—is an of a univ
y—
view the issue. Perhaps more troub
ersi
ty. Both nationalstatistics and
ling ees because they are discovered
inclusive category like race, gender, reli— surv
to be Gay,
was the cryptic conclusion, "we protect
eys
of
othe
r universities indicate that
the Lesbian, or bisexual. Witho
ut an official gion, and the other classifications found homoph
rights of all students and faculty. The ques—
obi
har
c
assment and discrimina—
in—house statement by the University that in the current nondiscrim
ination statement. tion are at epidemic leve
tion is when we explicitly identify one
ls. This is prob—
or prohibits discrimination on the
basis of The policy would guarantee EVERYONE
ably not surprising and well within the
another group."
sexual orientation, no policy exists—im— equal protection on the basis
of this inclu— experiences of most of us.
To my mind, this letter comes danger—
plicit or otherwise. The University may
sive classification. Even heterosexuals,
Students at the University of Memphi
ously close to implying the "special right
s" indeed "protect the rights of all
s
although much less likely to experience continue
students
argument which has increasingly
to experience harassment and in—
been and faculty," but it does NOT
do so on the harassment or discrimination because of timidation
because of their sexual orien—
their sexual orientation, would have re— tation.
Most of these incidents go unre—
course under the BGALA policy.
ported because of fear of exposure as well
Although the perception exists on cam— R as a general perc
eption by Gay and Les—
pus that this is an experimental policy, the bian students
that they are isolatedand m
reality is that over two hundred universi— supported
in the University co munity.
[S Of—.
TO
LC a
This includes nearly all of the top urban well—being
would be jeopardized if their
research schools and at least half of the sexual orientation
were known. Although
University of Memphis‘ own "Peer Insti— difficult to maintain,
secrecy is often seen
tutions" (the schools the University uses as a necessary
self—protective measure in
to gauge its own policies). Over half the a potentially
discriminatory environment.
faculty at the University of Memphis are Even the fear
of potential discrimination
alumni of schools recognizing sexual ori— is very real
Box 11485, Memphis; Tennessee 38111—0485
and profoundly impacts the
entation in their nondiscrimination poli— lives ofboth
Phone (901) 454—1411 (Evenings)
students and faculty on a daily
\
cies. There is, for an authentic urban re— basis. This
fear is simply not conducive
search university, nothing unique or inher— to the open,
The Triangle Journal News assumes no liability
diverse, and intellectually nur—
for
claim
s
made
by
advertisers. Appearance in this publication is not to be constr
ently controversial about this proposal.
ued as an indication of
turing environment which the University
sexual orientation, preference, or identity unless specifically
Without a public policy, the University of Memphis seeks
stated. We welcome mate—
to cultivate.
rials submitted by readers, but reserve the right to edit or reject
of Memphis gives its implicit consent to
In order to guarantee the rights of all
Triangle Journal News is published 12 times a year by Printer such materials. The
discriminatory behavior and indirectly students and
the Memphis and Nashville, Tennessee areas. First class s Ink and distributed in
faculty at the University of
mailed
subscr
iption
s
are
perpet
uates a homophobic campus cli— Memphis, it is essent
available at $15 per year writing to the address above.
ial the University
mate. Over the past few years a number adopt a policy
prohibiting discrimination
of incidents and perceptions indicative of on the basis of
Co—Editors
sexual orientation. You
Allen Cook «John Stilwell
the climate have been reported to BGALA. can help make
this happen by expressing
&
Staff Writers
These include: anti—Gay vandalism and your support.
Send your comments to:
Vincent Astor » Ellen Mitchell
harassment in the residence halls, includ— President V. Lane
Rawlins, University of
National News Editor
ing one student who had the word "FAG" Memphis, Admini
Mike Morgan
stration Building Room
carved into his door; verbal abuse by fel— 341, Memphis
Calendar/Resources Editors
TN 38152 or the Tennes—
Karista Pelts « Ellen Mitchell
low students; the defacement of BGALA see Board
of Regents,
1415
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flyers and their removal from designated Murphreesboro,
Suite 350, Nashville, TN
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Frank Will Return to Heart of
Civil

Governor and Mayor

Rights Movement
. By Melissa B. Robinson
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Despite the vandalism, the threats
and the neighbor who fired a gun 87
times in half an hour just to scare

852 S. Cooper

« (901) 272—2853

Spring Plants Are He
re

Annuals

75¢ for starter plant packs
$13 for a

sippi this spring to explore whether
the government can better protect the
Hensons, whose plans are opposed
by area residents. Cases are pend—
ing in local and federal courts (See
story on page 1.)
Frank, an openly Gay member of
Congress and a member ofthe Judi—
_ciary Committee‘s subcommittee on
civil and constitutional rights, went
to Mississippi in 1964 to help Blacks
register to vote.
In the Henson case, hesaid, "people
are being discriminated against be—
cause oftheir personalities."
Frank said he will hold the hear—
ing unless the dispute is resolved,
despite a request from Rep. Mike
Parker, D—Miss., that he back off.
"This is a local matter and we feel
it should be handled locally," said
Parker‘s chief of staff, Arthur
Rhodes, who saidthe case has more
to do with land use than with civil
rights.
"Just like we don‘t have the right
to build a landfill anywhere, they
don‘t have a right to build this re—
treat anywhere they please," he said.
Rhodes argued the local residents
oppose the retreat but are not trying
to drive the Hensons offtheir land.
j:: . Henson said the U.S. Attorney‘s

them, Brenda Henson says she and
her partner, Wanda, have no inten—
tion of packing in their dream and
moving on.
Henson welcomes plans by U.S.
Rep. Barney Frank, D—Mass., to hold
a congressional hearing in Missis—

“WP? 18 packs

se

have donelittle so far toresolve the
controver
sy. She said flags and signs
§
on the property have been torn down,
residents have been verbally ha—
$3.50 & up
rassed and one woman was shot at
last month.
Intimidated to the point that she
Herbs
has stopped going to night classes
and suspended plans to have her 88—
79¢ starter plant packs
year—old mother move in, Henson
said her record of community work
Trays for $13.50
should convince the local opponents
that the retreat poses no threat.
In Gulfport, the Hensons oper—
ated a food bank for senior citizens,
taught displaced homemakers about
We may be small but our prices are competitive
going back to school and ran a re—
and we have a wide varietyfrom which to choose. source center where people could get
. information about legal aid and other
services.

Perennials

Show Up At Gay Bar
For Anti—Petition Rally
By Martin Griffith
Associated Press Writer

thing

and

RENO, Nev. (AP) — Gov. Bob
Miller and Las Vegas Mayor Jan
Laverty Jones showed up at a Gay
bar Feb. 27 to voice opposition to
an anti—Gay petition now circulating
in Nevada.
f
The two received rousing recep—
tions and standing ovations from a
crowd of about 200 people during a
one—hour rally staged at Bad Dolly‘s
by a group fighting the petition drive.
"Today is an historic occasion,"
said Eddie Anderson, a radio talk
show host who emceed the event. "I
never thought I‘d see the day when
I‘d seea Nevada governor in a Gay
bar."
f
Miller told the crowd that he re—
cently talked with the governors of
three other Western states — Or—
egon, Washington and Idaho —and
they‘ve agreed to work together to
defeat similar petitionsin their states.
"This is an effort to divide us and
we won‘t be divided," Miller said,
speaking from the dance floor.
"We‘llstandtogether and defeat
movement and hatre
... As long as there‘s a breath in my
body, I‘ll be opposed to the petition."
Miller, accompanied by his wife,
Sandy, drew loud applause when
Anderson praised him for signing
1993 legislation to ban an old law
against unnatural sex acts between
people of the same sex.
Jones, who‘s challenging Miller
in the Democratic primary, drew a
similarcrowd response when Ander—
son praised her record on behalf of
Gay rights.
:
\
Without mentioning him by
name, Jones criticized Lon Mabon
of the Oregon Citizens Alliance,
whose group drafted the Nevada
petition. ~>
"This isn‘t an issue that has some—

to

do

somebody
side

tion

with

families,

education,"

...

coming

and

in

she

the

said.

children

"This

in from

(imposing)

the

is

out—

discrimina—

most blatant

and

hateful

form."
The

crowd

also

heard

speeches

from state Sen.
Lori Lipman Brow
n,
D—Las

Vegas,

"I‘m

so

and

state

thrilled

labor

that

lead—

this

fight

against hate has
such broad suppo
rt,"
Brown said.
Crowd
"Decline

members,

to

Sign"

many wearing

buttons,

said

the

joint appearance
by Miller and Jones
would

give

a

boost

to

the

fight

against the petition.
It

serves

"as

a

call

to

arms

for

people interested
in preserving civil
rights

in

Nevada,"

said

Caughron—Fla

nnigan

of

Ron

Reno.

"We‘re going to
defeat efforts by
the
fundamentalists
do it with

The

rally

political

was

action

itself Nevadans
man

and we‘re going
to

cohesion."

sponsored

committee

Organized

Advocacy,

by

a

—

calling

for

Hy—

Tolerance

and

___

Equal ity (N.O. H.A.T.E.).

»

eir

posal

on

the

Nevada.

November

The

group

is

pro—

ballot

trying

in

for

70,000 to 75,000 names, which must
be turned

in by June 21.

Three

Oregon

Towns

Gay

Pass

Anti—

Measures

SALEM, Ore. (AP) — Voters in
three Oregon towns and one
county
adopted ordinances that discriminate

against homosexuals, despite a state

law that renders them unenforceable.
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Mexican Granted Asylum

Gay Persecution
officer
ruled.
The
INShad not previouslycon—
cludedthathomosexualswerea"so
cial
group,"
acategory protectedby
asylum
lawsiffearofpersecutionis
established,
Silberstein said.
INSspokesmanDukeAustinsaid
the
decision
setsthatno allprecedent
and
does
not
mean
Gays
from
Mexico
are eligibleforasylum.
But
hepersecuted
said that
"if
a
Gay
who‘s
being
in grounds,
Mexico canthengeta (asy—
lum)
on
that
Gay
who‘sbeingpersecutedinanyother
country
can
getan itimmigration
on that grounds."
Last
July
judgeto
inaBrazilian
San Francisco
granted
asylum
Gay man,
aBoard
decisionofIm—
the:
INS
isappealing.
The
migration
AppealsGaybarred
deporta—
tionGarciasaid
ofa Cuban
in
1990.
police
falsely accused
him
of
crimes
and
extorted
money
from
him,
and
when
he
was
a teen—
ageranofficerrapedhim,Garciasaid.
Afterarrivinginthe
U.S.,andGarcia
said
he
stayed
in
Chicago
Mi—
amibeforesettlinginSan
Francisco,
where
he hasemployee
workedforas avolunteer
and
paid
Gay—rights
and
anti—AIDS
causes.
Mﬁmtﬁeﬂar‘mmal group,"anINS
Based on

By Bob Egelko
Associated Press Writer

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Gay man who said police in his na—
tive Mexico raped and harassed him
was granted political asylum in what
his lawyer said was the first U.S. case
involving sexual orientation.
"We hope that this decision is a
wake—up call to governments all over
the world thatthe persecution on
account of someone‘s sexual orien—
tation is unacceptable," attorney
Ronald Silberstein said Mar. 24.
His client, who identified himself
with the pseudonym Jose Garcia,
told a news conference the Immigra—
tion and Naturalization Service de—
cision "saved my life."
He said he hoped it also sent a
signal to all homosexuals "that there
are countries in the world which re—
spect the human rights of all citizens."
Garcia, who said he was in his
30s and had been in the U.S. ille—
gally for about 10 years, won the right
to stay permanently on Mar. 18.
Garcia had established a "well—
founded fear of persecution" in
Mexico because of his membership

World‘s Blggest GayFest Steps Out As
Moralists Fume
ByAssociated
Peter James
moralists and fundamental—
PressSpielman
Writer vatives,
ist Christians, known in Australia as
Wowsers — an old acronym for
SYDNEY,
Australia
(AP)
—
"We Only Want Social Evils
Loud and lewd, ribald andMardi
rib— Remedied."
tickling,theGayandLesbian
Fifteen marchers masqueraded as
Gras
parade
coursed
through
the Rev. Fred Nile, the king of Aus—
Sydney‘s
streetsofFeb.
26,thandrawinga
tralian Wowsers. They were joined
record
crowd
more
half
a
by men in nuns‘ drag calling them—
selves the Sisters of Perpetual
million
spectators.
Religious
opponents
rallied
Indulgence, and the Sluts for Jesus,
nearby,
denouncing
the
event
as
an
wearing chiffon cocktail dresses and
exampleofwhathappens"whenthe
teased—up hair.
wicked
seize
a
city."
Nile retaliated this year by spon—
Leading
the
procession
of
more
soring a religious rally on the after—
than
10,000 marchers were the from
noon of the parade, just six blocks
"DykesonBikes,"abevyofleather—
its route. Two American
clad
Lesbians
riding
Harley—
preachers, the Rev. Chuck and
Davidson
in aswipe at Donna
Mcllhenny of San Francisco,
theRight
machomotorcycles
man
bikerculture.
preached on what happens "when
behind
themofGay
were men
the theThe
wicked seize a city."
Spokes,
a
bicycle
club
parade caps a month long se—
wearing
G—strings,
pink
balloons
ries of Mardi Gras events, which
tethered
to theirmotifs
handlebars.
organizers say bring $28.4 million
Egyptian
followed,
with
into Sydney, including $10.6 million
slaves
chained
together
at
the
neck
in earnings from foreign tourists.
towing
a
huge
float
displaying
a
That‘s more than any other Austra—
kangaroo
sphinx with flogged
breasts and
lian event earns, including the
testicles.
Leathermen
the
Adelaide Grand Prix race and the
slaves W1th whips to urgethem on. annual artsaldQ
festlvalsin Melbourne
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The Mardi Gras Gay parade be—
gan in 1978 as a protest against the
oppression of Gays and Lesbians
in Australia. Before 1970, no Aus—
tralian dared publicly proclaim his
or her homosexuality.
The parade has grown and be—
come more colorful each year
since 1978. Now, with more than
500,000 spectators, it is bigger
than similar parades in New York
and San Francisco. The onlookers
include many families who bring
the children to see the year‘s most
gaudy and outlandish show.
But as the event has grown, it
also has become a bigger target for
conservative and religious groups.
This year‘s parade was dogged
with controversy after the Austra—
lian Broadcasting Corp. an—
nounced it would televise
highlights during prime time view— —
ing hours, triggering a letter—writ—
ing campaign by religious groups.
Anglican church leaders and
nearly 100 opposition members of
Parliament asked the ABC to de—
lay the broadcast until the late—
night hours, but the network
74

AIDS

aND

PROBLEM ...

We know firsthand the financial challenge of living with AIDS.. We respond to that challenge 24
hours a day.

The Access Program provides the money you need for living today bybuying your life insurance
policy. Quickly and Easily, with no medical exams.

With us you bypass brokers ("sellers reps" or "advocétes") ‘who may charge you nothing but

receive a big fee from the buyer: money which should go to you.

Our commitmentto paying the highest prices——with all the money going to you——and providing a
caring, confidential service continues to make us The Company of Choice.
. WTE OFFER A SOLUTION!
Family helping family, call Ron:
1—800—235—6411

We Support
I
NEnon7m
A S

THE ACCESS PROGRAM is the largest, most established company using only its own funds.
‘The first company to guarantee payment, THE ACCESS PROGRAM continues to lead the

tion andbemﬁlofits the
standards for the prong
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Snds Sodmy Case Back to Trial Court
Orleansattorney
representingJohn
Baxley,ofoffering
of New anOrleans,
was ute brands every Lesbian and Gay the high court‘s ruling. The court
Baxley.
"Until
today,
police
would
accused
undercover
man
in Louisiana
asa second
an unworthy
ruled that Baxley cannot challenge
routinely
arrest
anyone
who
of—
policeman
$20fororal
sex.
Rather
human
being
and
class
the part of the statute that outlaws
fered
to have oralofficer.
or anal sex with than charge him with solicitation, citizen," Rawls said after the Feb. homosexual relationships.
an "The
undercover
acharged
misdemeanor,
authorities
28 ruling.Lesbian
"It isashameful
law that
"Sooner or later, they (the
Supreme
Court
now
says
him
under
the
Crimes
every
and
Gay
man
has
court) will have to give him or
you
can‘ta niceway,
go to jailto just
by offer— Against
Nature
Act, which makes the right to attack in court."
someone else standing. I expect to
ing,in
havesexwith
sodomy
a
felony.
However,
Rawlsadded,
hewas
file a civil lawsuit," he said.
someone."

State Supreme Court

NEW ORLEANS
(AP) —The
Louisiana
Supreme
Court
hasthator—
dered
a
new
trial
on
theclaim
making oral oragainst
anal sexhomosexu—
a felony
discriminates
als."This isabigvictory formy cli—
ent and all the people of Louisi—
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Sailor‘s Sentence
WASHINGTON
Human

(AP) — The

Rights Campaign

Fund

is

protesting the Navy‘s review of the
life sentence given to a man

con—

victed of killing his Gay shipmate.
"It is nothing short of an outrage
that the U.S. Navy is allowing a re—
consideration of the sentence given
to a convicted murderer less than one
year after his trial," Tim McFeeley,
executive director of the Gay politi—
cal action organization, said in a let—
ter to

WELCOMES

COU

TO

Defense

Secretary

William

Perry.

:

"I am writing you to urge you to
take immediate steps to insure that
Terry Helvey‘s sentence not be re—
duced at this time," McFeeley said
in the letter, which was sent to news
organizations.
_s
___;
¢
Th ,-» 1:1
km
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| ency and Parole Review Board in
volves the sentence given last May
to Airman Apprentice Helvey, then
21, for beating Petty Officer Allen
Schindler, 22, to death in a public
restroom near their ship‘s home port

in southern Japan.
A Navy spokesman said the
board is required to conduct an an—
nual review of the sentence given
every individual who has been sen—
tenced to more than one year of
prison. Helvey is not eligible for
parole, said the spokesman, who
asked that his name not be used.
Helvey pleaded guilty to assault
with intent to commit great bodily
injury as part ofa pre—trial agreement
under which a possible charge of
premeditated murder, a crime pun—
ishable by death, was dropped.
At the time of his death, Schindler
was awaiting discharge after having
told his superiors he was a homo—~ _
sexual. Helvey said he did not kill
Schindler because he was Gay, but P
the attack.
The case sparked criticism from
Gay rights activists, who said the
slaying was an exampleof the per—
vasive hatred of Gays in the armed
forces.

Opening of Gay Bar Creates
FREE

COUNTRY DANCE

Clamor in Rural Community
said the community kept silent when
they hired topless dancers a few
of City Hall to pray. Hundreds
years ago.
crowded sidewalks to protest.
"The phones haven‘t stopped
The mayor said it felt like the lo—
ringing all day," Lottie Kendall said.
cal team had won a sectional bas—
"Most people who called support us,
ketball tournament.
but we have had a bomb threat. Right
What had happened in Gas City?
now, people wanting to come into
A Gay bar had opened.
the bar can‘t find a place to park.
"This is a sad day for my com—
That‘s our biggest problem."
munity," Gas City businessman and
A crowd estimated at 400
Republican legislative candidate
jammed the sidewalks outside the
Eric Turner said amid the excitement
bar. Several teen—agers cruised by in
Thursday night. "We have hard—
cars, waving signs that said "Gas
working, God—fearing people in this
City not Gay City."
community, and we would like it to
Mayor Gene Linn said the atmo—
stay that way."
sphere almost seemed festive.
There were plenty of other senti—
Some people went to the Gas City
ments in the rural Grant County
Council to ask city leaders to close
community about 60 miles northeast
the bar. But the city‘s attorney said
of Indianapolis. The Rev. Joseph
it‘s illegal to legislate against an es—
Harmon of Eastview Wesleyan tablishment that caters to Gays.
Church, the minister who led the The protests, ironically, would
prayer meeting at City Hall, offered probably help DK‘s, said William
prayers for DK‘s Lounge and its Wright of Jonesboré. He stood with
patrons.
other supporters"outside the club‘s
Dave and Lottie Kendall, who doors.
dir
have owned and operated DK‘s "I expected a few picketers, but I
Lounge for eight years, said they didn‘t expect a parade," he said.
turned it into a Gay and Lesbian club "I guess the bar can use the pub—
for financial reasons. The Kendalls licity."
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ens of people gathered on the steps

Former Congressman Speaks at

only after the loss of his political career and
his parents.
In 1981, he was arrested for sodomy in a
public restroom and forced to resign in his
second term as 4th District representative.
In 1984, his parents died in a fire in their
Tylertown home.
Hinson, 51, helped found a Gay rights
organization in Virginia, and he speaks and
writes on Gay issues.
Since the death of his parents, Hinson
comes infrequently to Mississippi, but he
still owns land in Walthall County and con—
siders the state home.
Said Hinson: "Mississippi is still a siren
call to me. I‘ve never found any place that
made me more furious or that I loved more."

BILOXI, Miss. (AP) — Former U.S.
Rep. Jon Hinson returned to his native Mis—
sissippi this weekend to help raise money
for a Gay community center in Biloxi.
Hinson, who lives in Alexandria, Va.,
was spok at a benefit for GL Friendly at
Joey‘s on the Beach. GL Friendly was or—
ganized in Ocean Springs. Opposition to—
ward the group attracted national support
from Gay rights organizations who helped
raise money for the group‘s community ser—
vices center in Biloxi.
On Mar. 11, Hinson said "My experi—
ence has been that the people of Mississippi
have far broader minds than they have been
given credit for having and they have good
hearts, too."
Hinson confronted his own sexuality

PARTY LINE J/O ACTION
LOCKER ROOM STORIES
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Navy Backs Off

Lt. j.g. Dirk Selland will remain on ac—
tive duty under the compromise filed in fed—
eral court Mar. 14, but the Navy can still
file new charges under the Defense
Department‘s new "don‘t ask, don‘t tell,
don‘t pursue" policy.
Selland‘s commanding officer told him
to pack his bagand leave his submarine on
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TOP OR BOTTOM
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YOU NAME IT — WE GOTTEM

EN ESPANOL

1—900—745—1556

1—900— 745193

$2.99/MINUTE

18+YEARS

sexual attitudes of conservative religious
groups.
"I think the religious right at times thinks
that the only reason for sex is procreation,"
she told the Gay—oriented magazine. "Well,
I feel that God meant sex for more than pro—
creation. Sex is about pleasure as well as
_
about responsibility." __
Sheadded that antr-Gay attitudes wrll

PHONE SEX FOR THE GAY 90‘S
sTEAMY PHONE J/O PARTY
WITH HARD HOT HUNKS

persrst untii Americans "learn that Gay
people are not just out there wanting to have
sex with anybody who walks down the street
and that Gay people have real loving, last—
ing relationships and families."

18+YEARS
&) s2—3.50/MIN
more cay action at 1—900—745—3411

(57

Jan. 21, 1993, after Selland told him he was
Gay.
The Navy later told him he was being
put on inactive duty for violating the
military‘s longstanding ban against homo—
sexuals in the ranks.
The new policy, in effect since March 1,
advises officers not to ask about a recruit‘s
sexual orientation or investigate charges that
a person is Gay unless they divulge their
sexual orientation or demonstrate homo—
sexual conduct.

Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center
1484 Madison Avenue
APRIL Events
1

25
26

MGLCC Board Meeting 6—7 pm. All are welcomed!
Video Night, 7—9 pm. Free Popcorn
Pride Committee meeting, 10 am
Book Dicussion Group, 7 pm — RubyfruitJungle by Rita Mae Brown
Youth Group, 7—9pm. Call Jerry for more info 388—6110
— PLUS— Positive Living Under Stress, support group for people with
_ HIV/AIDS.Call Charles 274—2524 for more info
Fri
Video Night, 7—9 pm. Free Popcorn
Sat
Bisexual Support Group, 4pm
Women‘s Discussion Group, 7:30—9 pm. Call Terrie 755—5764 for info
Mon Coming Out Group, 7—9pm
Tue
PLUS— Positive Living Under Stress, support group for people with
HIV/AIDS. Call Charles 274—2524 for more info
Fr
Video Night, 7—9 pm, free popcorn
Sat
POTLUCK DINNER , 7pm, $3 with dish, $6 without
Tue
PLUS— Positive Living Under Stress, support group for people with
HIV/AIDS. Call Charles 274—2524 for more info
Fn
Video Night, 7—9 pm, free popcorn
}
Sat
TV/TS Group, 1 pm
Women‘s Discussion Group, 7:30—9 pm, Call Terrie 755—5764
Mon Coming Out Group, 7—9 pm
Tue
PLUS— Positive Living Under Stress, support group for people with

29

Fn

2
4.
5
8
9
11
12

ForeignersWith HIV May

15
16
19

Attend Gay Games

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Clinton administration will allow foreigners
with the virus that causes AIDS to attend the Gay Games in New York in June.
Attorney General Janet Reno approved a waiver Mar. 22 to the rule barring
people with the AIDS virus from entering the United States.
Visas granted under the waiver will allow stays of up to 10 days. The Gay
Games take eight days. Two additional days were allotted for travel.
Reno acted after the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
advised her there was no public health reason to prohibit the brief stay and the
Department of Health and Human Services determined that visits up to 90 days
would not harm public health.
)

\

INSPIRED ADVICE

Discharge

_ NORFOLK,
Va. (AP)a —GayTheofficer,
Navywho
has
agreed
not
to
discharge
in turn theagreed
to drop
his federal lawsuit
~ onagainst
Clinton
administration‘spolicy
Gay service members.

/ 4

1—900—745—1183

Surgeon General Says Fear

WASHINGTON (AP) — An irrational
fear of sexuality is behind anti—Gay behav—
ior in this country, Surgeon General
Joycelyn Elders says in The Advocate.
«"We need to speak out to tell people that
sex is good, sex is wonderful," she said. "It‘s
a normal part and healthy part of our being,
whethert is homosexual or heterosexual.—
e are certain times and places where
sex is inappropriate, but just because it is
—— inappropriate does not mean that it‘s bad."
In a wide—ranging interview, Elders en—
dorsed Gay and Lesbian adoptions, called .
the Boy Scouts of America‘s ban on Gay
members unfair and denounced certain
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Causes Anti—Gay Attitude
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Gay Community Center
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Fri
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HIV/AIDS. Call Charles 274—2524 for more info
Video Night, 7—9 pm., free popcorn

MGLCC is grateful to our many contributing members. We are very fortunate to be able to
support a community center in Memphis. You can become a member ofthe Center by making a
contribution. Our matlmg
address is P.O. Box 41 074,Memphis, TN 38174. Thank you
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S.P.I.T. #1

Is Now History

by Mike Reed, Co—director
mannn
[The following was delivered as
a speech at the S.P.I.T. Tournament
Awards Banquet.]
I would like to begin this article
by thanking people for just being
themselves. To the St. Patrick‘s In—
vitational Committee, a group of
strong individuals whose ideas and
goals came together as one, the many
hours of hard work, the laughter and
the tears, all are finally behind us.
As the year progressed, individuals
developed through reflection, relax—
ation and participation. Promises
were made, some broken, some kept.
People acknowledged the power of
organization and regressed to the
sporadic influxes of hard work and
many sleepless nights. After numer—
ous long talks, one finally began to
see the ideas of others, as well as
their weary drawn faces caused by
countless days of hard work. _
.The S.P.I.T. Committee devoted
its time and efforts towards making
the St. Patrick‘s Day Invitational
Tournament a new kind of happen—
ing, not just for the city of Memphis
but for ourselves. The thought of

four men in 1992, "Can we put to—
gether a,tournament," is now laid to
rest with this belief, "Yes, we put
together a damn good tournament."
To the Louisville—Lexington
committee: your members unlocked
the gates of learning. Your leader—
ship played a vital role in the field
of educating a true freshman class.
To our friends of Cintit: a team .
of individuals who showed us that
motivation and determination were
two key ingredients one must find
to run a successful tournament.
To our sister city of Nashville: a
hard working group who taught us a
new way of life. Your ideas, your
support, but most importantly your
friendship and love will remain for—
ever.
To all committees whose names
were not mentioned: thanks for new
friendships and the beginning of new
memories.
Our first S.P.I.T. tournament
could not have been a success with—
out our sponsors. God only knows
you can only hold so many raffles,
bake sales, and of course, drag
shows.
To Coors Brewery, our grand
sponsor. The name Coors, now rep—

resents progress, stability and a won—
derful opportunity to help our fine
community. They showed us a car—
ing company, anticipating the future,
never looking back, alwaysstriving
to be the best. Coors Brewery is an
extension of one. They are members
of a highly vocal and self—conscious
group. It is a company which com—
bines action and ideas to help our
tournament be a success for many,
many years. Coors teaches that spirit,
enthusiasm and discipline make an
organization successful. From the
S.P.I.T. Tournament Committee, we
would like to express a sincere
"thank you" for your wonderful
sponsorship.
To Park Bowling Lanes: what a
beautiful couple—Mr. Danny and
Pam Key. They were called upon
almost immediately and responded
with leadership. Few businesses in
our city display the style and versa—
tility that your staff has shown. You
have brought distinction and honor
to our tournament. Thank you for a
job well done.
We would like to express our
additional "thank you"" to the follow—
ing businesses and individuals who
have made this weekend exciting _
and fun. Teamwork between spon—
sors, businesses and volunteers be—
came an important element as our

year progressed, deadlines had to be
met and obligations had to be ful—
filled:
Vincent Astor, mascot; Allen
Cook and John Stilwell with the
Triangle Journal News; Tommy
Stewart, owner of J—Wag‘s and
Reflections; Dennis Kijowski and
Stan Perry, owners of the Pipeline;
David Bulliner, owner of Construc—
tion Site; Sharon Wray, owner of
WKRB in Memphis; and all the
S.P.I.T. volunteers.
&=
—.
All these people have learned that
a successful journey requires a great

deal of hard work. Ladies and gentle—
men, we truly thank you.
In closing, I sincerely hope the
tradition of the St. Patrick‘s Day In—
vitational Tournament will be car—
ried on with the same spirit as in the
past year. As we come to the end of
our journey (our first year), I look
back at a year which taught me a way
of life, never to be forgotten; new
friendships to be treasured forever;
and a new knowledge which is price—
less. I leave our first tournament as 1 ~
came in, full of enthusiasm and the
will to succeed.

Sheridan Lambe,
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Reflectlons Owner Denies
He‘s Qurttmg Bar Business —
Rumors
thatthetheblockcity‘sare untrue
oldest pressure
Stewart says he has endured bian bars have done business there
Community
Gay
bar
ison
from his neighbors, the for almost 20 years.
Cookbook.
Instead
of
the
annual
Fourth
of
July
Pipette
Show
(done in al—
Stewart believes that a new bar
_ saysTommyStewart,
ownerofJ—
former Bellevue Baptist Church
ternate
years)
a
new
benefit
was
suggested
in
the
form
of
this
community
Wag‘sand
Reflections.
and the Southern College of Op— _ in a different location (perhaps
cookbook.
Individuals,
bars,
businesses
and
groups
will
be
asked
to submit
with a different name) could be
tometry (SCO).
>
However,
the
building
that
recipes
to
be
published.
A
committee
organized
by
the
Pipeline
will
under—
A parking lot (not owned by even more successful.
houses
J—Wag‘s
at
1268
Madison
take
the
assembly
of
the
book
and
space
will
be
included
for
information
"I‘ve painted the bar every
Stewart) west of the building was
islistedforsaleandStewartiscon—
fenced in and has been leased to color imaginable. I‘ve remodeled and/or history of the participants. It is hoped that the book will be ready in
sidering
hisoptions.
over and over, expanded it and the summer.
"Justbecausethebuildingis for SCO for its exclusive use.
Cookbook to Become

J—Wag‘s,

Pipeline Fundraiser

Dennis Kijowski, Jim "Widow" McCain and others at the Pipeline are
making serious plans for Memphis‘ first Gay and Lesbian

sale, doesn‘t mean J—Wag‘s is go—
ing out of business," Stewart said.
He indicated that he is looking
at other locations, has submitted a
proposal for a specific piece of
property, and has no intention of
getting out of the Gay bar business.
Both midtown and downtown lo—
cations are being considered.
"The location at 1268 Madison
has virtually no parking," Stewart
said, "but that hasn‘t really hurt
— business.

"As far as Reflections is con—
cerned, it will move sometime this
year," Stewart said.
He indicated the landlords at
the Center City Shopping Center
have been slow with building re—
pairs and that various assessments
have driven his monthly costs up
over the years.
;
Reflections has been in that lo—
cation (92 N. Avalon) for five
years. A number of Gay or Les—

shrunk it" Stewart said.
"Maybe the time is right to pick.
up stakes and try somewhere else."
Stewart did not rule out the pos—
sibility ofJ—Wag‘s and Reflections
co—locating.
"If that happens,” he said, "they
will still be separate bars, with
separate entrances. The two bars
have entirely different clientele,"
he said.

The grand inaugural will be a cook—off or cookbook tasting to be held
either on Independence Day or Labor Day weekend which will feature reci—
pes from the book in their completed and cooked form. Portions will be
offered for sale at the event and, of course, the books containing the recipes
will be on sale. The beneficiary has not been determined; it is likely that
there will be more than one printing of the book and that it will be an ongo— —
ing fundraiser, to benefit more than one cause.
A meeting of those interested in assisting in the project will be held
Saturday, April 9, at 11 a.m. at the Pipeline.

Auction For AIDS Set for April 10
The seventh annual Friends For on for most of the event. Highest must be received by April 5 to be
Life Auction for AIDS will be held bidder at close—out time wins.
printed in the auction program.
Several years ago one auction
on Apr. 10, in Andrew Jackson Ball—
Included in the roster of items for
room of the Cook Convention Cen— the auction are two vacations— first, patron donated a round—trip trip for
ter beginning at 5:00 p.m.
a round—trip for two to anywhere in two to New York with accomm
As in years past, the—event will — the continental United Statesand the odations at the Crowne Plaza New:
*feature both live and silent auctions. second, a round—trip for two to San York and two ticketsto any Broad—_|
*Thelive auction will be hosted Francisco with accommodations at way play for which tickets were not
sold out.
by. FM—100‘s Tom Prestigiacomo the Atherton Hotel.
One of the hottest auction items
Items and services of every de—
who scored a big hit with the audi—
ence last year and comedian Dennis scription have been donated for the this year may be a ticket to the sold—
Phillipi. The hosts say they are plan— event from baskets of flowers and out Detroit concert of Barbara
ning some special games and sur— fruit to massages, stained glass, an— Streisand donated by Mark
prises to liven up the auction.
tiques, lamps, original art, and per— Whitehead.
About 15—20 volunteers have
Silent auction items will be bid sonal care services.
on by number (assigned to each bid—
Auctionitems will be accepted been meeting weekly to work on
der as they register) and will be bid up until the day of the auction, but auction details and soliciting items
Lesbian Play Reading
Staged at Playhouse
by Mary Beth Giroux
TJN Contributor
Playhouse on the Square opened
its Memphian Room doors to a
staged reading ofGirlBar by Phyllis
Nagy. Hopefully, this will be only
the first staged reading to use
Playhouse‘s lobby space, called the
Memphian Room after the neon
sculpture using the original
Memphian Theatre neon letters. It
was quite an event.
The play is a cache of "tales"
about the lives and dreams of six
women who try to help us under—
stand the actions and reactions of
homosexual women in the ©90‘s.
The storytellers are Char (Melissa
Bedinger) whose infatuation runs
towards straight women; Katherine
(Julia "Cookie" Ewing) a mature
woman coming to terms with her
straight past and her Lesbian present;
Drew (Susan Lynn Johns) an out—
wardly masculine and inwardly
feminine lady with a penchant for

ties; Jean (Penelope Walker),
a woman‘s woman who dreams of
candlelight and romance; Claire (Jen
McDearman), a college student too
mature for her years; and Mollie
(Kara Winsett), a straight woman
who finds herself always returning
to the same Lesbian bar. They all
have stories to tell—all worth listen—
ing to. I will not spoil the fun (hope—
‘fully this show will return with more
publicity) but it is quite a romp; witty
anecdotes mixed in with serious
moments and a bit of rage.
The staging was artfully arranged
by Amy Matheny; a subtle hinting
of time and place, mixed up with
perfect musical moments, was pro—
vided by DJ Kim Woodward. The
reading played to a capacity crowd
and ran full length (around two
hours). The space worked admira—
bly, making the hazy, smoke—filled
atmosphere of Girl Bar a treat we
hope shall be repeated—play and
playing space.

since mid—January. Yvonne Yetman .
and Chris Miller are Auction Co—
Chairs. Mark Whitehead and Paul
Kelly are also playing key roles.
For the past five years the auc—
tion has been held at the Airport
Hotel (formerly the Airport Hilton). .
After the wonderful reception the"
Cook Convention Center gave to last
year‘s High Heels, High Hats and
High Times Halloween Party, the
public support committee elected to
move the auction there as well.
Cash bars and light food will be
available during the auction. Admis—
sion is $5.
A pre—Auction party was held
on Mar. 26 at The Flower Market.
Patrons were able to buy their tick—
ets ahead of time or would be
given one in return for a item to —
be auctioned.
About 150 people attended the
party amid a drenching rainstorm.
DJ Bob Dumais kept the crowd
dancing with disco hits from the
1970s, the theme of the party.
Auction cashiers will be able to
—
accept cash, checks, and
MasterCard and Visa charges
only. Like the commercial says,
"They won‘t take American Ex—
press" — or Discover, for that
matter.

Experience the Adventure on
an RSVP Gay Cruise...
e
Great American Cruises
52 N. 2nd Street
call Sherman C. Perkins 901—525—5302

botanifca

City—Wide Deliver
Award—Winning Designs
944 S. Cooper at Young
274—5767

Gay Switchboard
f
728—GAYS
Nightly 7:30 — 11 p.m.
Information, Counseling, Referral

Memphis

To Gays
Baptists Urged To Reach Out

GREENVILLE, S.C. (AP) —
Leaders of a moderate Baptist group
its time the church reaches out
say
Comments on Gays
to homosexuals and openly ad—
dresses their concerns.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Advocate, a Gay—oriented magazine,
"Our Gay and Lesbian Christian
archbishop of Washington has writ— Elders endorsed Gay and Lesbian
friends are hurting, and we want to
ten President Clinton complaining adoptions and denounced certain
acknowledge that and reach out to
sexual attitudes of conservative re—
that Surgeon General Joycelyn El—
them," said Ann Quattlebaum, out—
ders is advocating acceptance of ligious groups.
going president of the Alliance of
Sex is "a normal part and healthy
homosexuality.
é
Baptists.
part of our being, whether it is ho—
Cardinal James Hickey said El—
‘The 60,000—member alliance split
mosexual or heterosexual," she told
ders created a "misleading carica—
from the Southern Baptist Conven—
ture" of religious beliefs concerning the magazine.
tion in 1987. It is preparing a report
"I think the religious right at
homosexuality, and condemned her
on how to include and minister to
times thinks that the only reason for
support for homosexual adoptions.
$
homosexual Christians.
"It is one thing to defend the sex is procreation. Well, I feel that
About 400 alliance members
human rights of homosexual men God meant sex for more than pro—
from around the country met in
and women; it is quite another to creation. Sex is about pleasure as
Greenville recently.
encourage, as she does, a life—style well as about responsibility."
Homosexuality is the most diffi—
In a letter mailed Mar. 21, Hickey
which puts so—called homosexual
cult issue American churches have
unions on a par with marriage and urged Clinton "publicly to disavow"
had to face since slavery, said ex—
f
Elders‘ comments.
family and condones homosexual
ecutive director Stan Hastey.
The White House did not return
But the alliance must address the
behavior among young people," he
a phone call for comment.
wrote.
issue since the purpose of the group
In the Mar. 22 issue of The
is to provide a place for "forgotten
Southern Baptists to come together,"
Hastey told the gathering at the First
his
Memp
Gay Teens
Baptist Church of Greenville.
;
Support Group for Gay Teenagers
"One of the alliance‘s principles
(Sposnored by Parents and Friends of Lesbians & Gays)
is to seek out missions and minis—
tries that are not being addressed,"
First Tuesdays at 7:00 PM
Ms. Quattlebaum said.
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center
An alliance task force on human
sexuality is offering training.
Ad space donated as a public Service of therl'riangle Journal News:

Surgeon General‘s

hen

—

time‘s running

short and sois

your money

For example, the traditional
programs to help churches do their
Baptist
hymn "Joyful, Joyful We
own studies on homosexuality. An
Adore
Thee"
includes the line
for
ready
be
could
t
official statemen
consideration at next year‘s annual "Thou our Father, Christ our
meeting in Virginia, Ms. Brother."
The alliance version, changed
Quattlebaum said.
The alliance supports global mis— with permission of the author, reads
sion projects, its own seminary and "Loving God, like Father—Mother."
Members also discussed further—
Baptist studies programs at Emory
ing
the cause of women in the min—
and Duke universities.
istry.
dis—
also
s
Alliance member
cussed removing sexist language
from hymns and services.

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST & MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES. PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MINI—THEATRES
(Union Ave. and Brooks Road Only)

ot

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) — 683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. — 345—0825
Blue Movie West (Downtown)
196 Union Ave. — 525—0762
@<» Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
agen \/
2532 N. Watkins — 858—8642

—LINGERIE SPECIAL —
With Any Lingerie Purchase — Receive Second Lingerie Item(of Equal or Lesser Value) FREE!
Large Selection of Falcon and Mustang Films
pe

M

and Checks Accepted

OPEN 7 DAYS
ee riblan pantone

Discover financial freedom with Funds for Life.
A:,
We‘ve helped many people across the country face the
illness.
incurable
an
financial challenge of living with
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to
confidentially purchase yourlife insurance policy so
that you can have your money now . . . when you
really need it. And because we are self—capitalized,
funds for life are available immediately.
LIFE FUNDING
Together we can realize your dreams of better quality
CORPORATION
health care and more fulfilling experiences oflife.
For information call 1—800—456—8799.
Funds For Life.
Your call will be confidential.
(NAPWA)
Member ofthe National Viatical Association (NVA) Member ofthe National Association ofPeople With ALDS
518—9663
(404)
FAX:
A
456—8799
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE A SUITE 220 A ATLANTA, GA 30350 (404) 518—8830 A (800)

PHOTOGRAPH —— KEITH MANGUM

Archbishop Condemns
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Iyliss Southern Elegance Pageant

Saturday, April 30, 10:30 PM

The Elegant Style ofFemale Impersonation

Admission$5®

_

Over $1300" in Cash & Prizes to be Given Away
Special Master of Ceremonies

SpecialGuest Entertainers

Miss

Toni Chambers

MormerMiss River City

Tyliss IMlegan IMlichaels
&

!¥iss Twin City

_

One of the South‘s Finest Madonna Impersonators

__

Hettie MlcDaniel
Miss Gay Tennessee

Tyliss Summer:Floliday
‘¥lss Southern Elegance 1993

_

|

Application for Entry Available at Reflections © Deadlin
e for Entry: Sunday, April 24, 1994

_

92

North

Avalon

«

(901) 272—1525___|.

Missouri

Lawmaker‘s Amendment

Attacks Pro—Gay Activity in Schools
By Curt Anderson
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON . (AP) —
Schools could lose federal money if
they are involved in activities that
promote homosexuality as a "posi—
tive lifestyle alternative" under an
amendment filed Mar. 21 by Rep.
Mel Hancock, R—Mo.
— The amendment, which Hancock
wanted to attach to a major educa—
tion bill which was debated on the
House floor , was promptly criticized
by Gay organizations as a homopho—
bic volley from right—wing extremists.
"The radical right would like to
deny that Gay people exist," said
David Smith, spokesman for the Na—
tional Gay and Lesbian Task Force.
Hancock and the Rev. Louis
Sheldon, chairman ofthe California—
based Traditional Values Coalition,
told reporters the amendment is an
attempt to prevent homosexuals
from "brainwashing" and recruiting
unsuspecting youngsters in the guise
of sex education in schools.
"I do not believe the parents and
taxpayers of this country want their
hard—earned tax dollars and our
nation‘s public schools to beused to

bombard their children with pro—
"The right wing has blown it com—
homosexual propaganda," Hancock
pletely out of proportion."
said.
Sheldon, however, gave other
The amendment prohibits
examples, including a 1992 "Gay
schools that receive federal funds —
and Lesbian Pride Month" in the Los
virtually all public schools do so —
Angeles school system and a Mas—
from getting involved in a "program
sachusetts initiative to identify Gay
or activity" that promotes homo—
literary and historical figures.
Smith said the amendment is so
sexuality. But Hancock acknowl—
edged the wording could be
broadly worded it could end AIDS
extended to sex education, includ—
prevention education and even result
in banning of literary works that
ing instruction about protection
against AIDS.
mention homosexuality in a positive
The congressman and Sheldon light, such as those of James
have seized upon a Feb. 12 youth
Baldwin.
"The materials they pointed to as
AIDS forum in New York City as
examples had nothing to do with
an example of what they want to pre—
vent. They said the forum — spon—
schools. These materials are meant
for adults," he said. .
sored in part by the city‘s Education
Hancock already has encountered
Department — was used by organi—
zations such as the Gay Men‘s considerable opposition, including a
Health Crisis to distribute sexually. letter to House members from Rep.
Pat Schroeder, D—Colo., who called
explicit pamphlets in an effort to re—
it heavy—handed federal intervention
cruit young Gays and Lesbians
in local school decisions.
David Eng, spokesman for the
GMHC, said the group was one of
about 19 co—sponsors, which in—
Student Harassed —
cluded Chemical Bank, the designer
for Supporting
Donna Karan and the Elton John
Foundation.
Club
"They‘re kind of twisting every—
COEURD‘ALENE, Idaho (AP)
thing so it worigs for theén,’f Eng sang,

f

Books & More for Women & Their Friends
930 South Cooper — (901) 276—0282
April Schedule
Women‘s Stow—PitcH SorteauL Team
Sign—Ups! InteresteDp ?
Call Gail Acred or Kelly Rogers at 454—4926
eoo0ooooooo000000000
Pulitzer Prize—winning author Auce WALKER

returns to Meristem! Book signing for Warrior
Marks, Monday, April 18, 12—1:30pm—
Don‘t miss her! Call now to reserve your copies!
eoooooo0oo000o000000
Wed., April 6, 7pm—Performance by YES (Youth
for Environmental Sanity) featuring Memphis‘
own Jamie Peacock!
Great for kids and adults! ($5.00)
Sun., April 24, 6pm—Performance by Mid—South
Lesbian & Gay Native American group—
Sure to be entertaining and Informative!
Sun., May 1, 6:30pm—Performance by Sue Barey,
Nashville Singer, songwriter, guitarist. ($5.00)
Meetings
Sun., April 10, 5:30pm—ACT—UP
Thurs., April 14, 7:15pm—RIOT GRRLS
Sun., April 17, 6pm—Women Writers Support
Group
Fri., April 22, 6:30pm—SISTAHS
&Call Meristem at 276—0282 for more information.
2

Library Board Rules to
Keep Gay Book
CHRISTIANSBURG, Va. (AP)
— Despite opposition from some
parents and residents, the Montgom—
ery—Floyd Regional Library Board
has decided a book on Gay and Les—
bian parenting should not be re—
moved from the library‘s shelves.
The board voted Mar. 16 to wait
until its April 20 meeting to decide
if the book, entitled Daddy‘s Room—
mate, should be removed from the
library‘s children‘s section.
Nearly 50 residents — evenly
split for and against — showed up
to hear the decision. A report from
the board‘s censorship committee
said "to remove or relocate this book
would constitute an act of censor—
ship."
The children‘s book depicts the
life of a Gay father, his lover and
their child.
Nita McNerlin, who began the
appeal to the Library Board in Feb—
ruary, spoke of the book‘s alleged
legal shortcomings.
"It condones a lifestyle that in—

cludes acts that by Virginia law are
a Class Six felony," she said. Ms.
McNerlin was referring the state law
prohibiting sodomy.
The committee said the book
does not depict sodomy, just the par—
ent, lover and child participating in
everyday activities such as reading,
gardening and eating.
Also included in the committee‘s
report was a reminder that the
American Library Association sug—
gests that books not be removed on
partisan or doctrinal grounds. The
report said library policy is that par—
ents, notlibrary staff, are responsible
for monitoring children‘s reading.
The board unanimously voted to _
keep the book in the collection, but
every member except Sally Mackie
asked the librarians to reconsider if
it should be kept in the children‘s
section.
Ms. Mackie spoke against hav—
ing an "adult shelf," saying such a
shelf "might itself become of inter—
est to children."

Mass. Students Learn To

Rrghts Bill
Ss
legesayshe has received d
yLaFontaine
rig ues.told students it was
threats for speaking up in favor of cause of the state‘s new Gay stu—
the rights of Gay students to form a dent rights law, students predicted important to form Gay—straight al—
campus club.
liances, already in place in some
at a training session on the law.
Rollie Jurgens, acting president
The law, which went into effect high schools such as Duxbury and
at the college,said campus security last month, offers protections for Concord Academy.
will try to get more information Gay students who may suffer ha—
Such Gay and straight alliances
—— about the harassment.
rassment, violence or unfair treat— are "springing up all over," said
The student told The Spokesman— ment in public school.
Anya Yankovich, 17, a student at
Review newspaper in Spokane,
"It‘s going to make it easier to Brookline High School and co—
Wash., about the incidents on the come out in schools and lower the founder of the Gay—Straight Alli—
condition his name not be published. harassment in schools," said — ance there.
The student said a note stuck to Conor Dunleavy, 15, of Duxbury
"It‘sthea mindset.
They knowthey
the steering wheel of his car said, Junior—Senior High School.
have
law
behind
them,"
"Back off ASNIC or you‘ll die."
A student at Swampscott High Yankovich said.
ASNIC is the Associated Students School said she planned to use the
Michael Duffy, chairman ofthe
of North Idaho College, the student law to fight. harassment at her Massachusetts Commission
governing organization. _
Against Discrimination, said pas—
school.
One his way to class, the student
"If we ever hear about discrimi— sage of the law wasn‘t the final
said, someone yelled from a car, nation we‘re going to our princi— chapter, however.
"Die, faggot lover." The same words pal and we‘ll want it to be fixed,"
"Instead
ofcelebratingthe
pas—
were scrawled on the dust on the: — said Francesca Baglione, 16.
sage
ofthe
bill,
we
should
be
roll—
back of his car, he said.
"I have a friend who‘s in love ing up our sleeves and starting the
The harassment began after he with someone and he‘s all excited real work when high school stu—
spoke up in favor of the Lesbian, and wants to come out but he can‘t dents start coming out," he said.
Gay and Bisexual Alliance‘s right to because there are a lot of
Theconference includedwork—
be recognized as a campus club.
homophobics and they‘ll beat up shops on how to publicize the Gay
"I‘m not Gay and I‘m not a mem— on him. But maybe things like this and Lesbian rights law, how to
ber of the club," he said. "I just sup— will help him," Baglione said.
start a Gay—straight alliance, and
ported their rights."
About 150 educators and stu— how faculty and administration
The college‘s student Senate in dents, both straight and Gay, gath— can support Gay and Lesbian stu—
January deniedthe alliance‘s request ered for workshops Saturday at dents.
for formal recognition, contending Northeastern University on
Harassment
isofoneGayreason
why —
sexual orientation wasn‘t a basis for
nearly
one—third
and
Les—
a club.
bian
high school
studentsdropout,
But the state attorney general‘s
LaFontaine
said.
office told the college‘s board of
trustees that the school could not dis—
criminate among clubs and should
recognize the alliance.
The board of trustees adopted a
resolution in February making the al—
_lianceclub.; |

Use Gay

the‘
law.
The law is not about having "a
spate of lawsuits," said David
LaFontaine, chairman of the
Governor‘s Commission on Gay
and Lesbian Youth.
"The real goal is to use the law
to prevent the patterns of discrimi—
nation from occurring and to use
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Pipeline‘s
Construction Party

RENT THIS MUST—SEE TRIUMPH TODAY!
A N G E L A

Pom

"Two Thumbs Up,
Way Up!"
—Siskel & Ebert

lmats

§
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E
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sot to do

Wear your best constr
and win the contest at mid
cash and $25.00 Bar Bucks {Hp
tickets, for $5.00 with drink specials all night
at the door or $3.00 if you wear your own.
AgreatTool Box Raffel till a.m. for the C.B.B.

|
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|&
| %

' and a jello shooter party by Dave P. at 11:30 p.m.] $
with it
The Triumphant True—Life
Story Of Tina Turner!

TOUCHSTONE PICTURES »«»: 1 KROST/CHAPIN moxi« 1 BRIAN GIBSON ria
"WHAT‘S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT" ANGELA BASSETT LAURENCE FISHBURNE
terminePAT KEHOE

STANLEY CLARKE saw STUART PAPPE motion neige: STEPHEN ALTMAN

Wino

Silk and Sresh Flowers

JAMIE ANDERSON Executive Producers ROGER DAVIES Ell MARIO ISCOVIGH
[Copo Rca TINA TURNER Bil KURT LODER Sereenplay by KATE LAMER
ried DOUG CHAPIN « BARRY KROST vi««««s: BRIAN GIBSON

ﬁTOUCHSTONE
HOME VIDEO

Soundtrack available on VIRGN RECORDS ERICA +7

ES cs

© Touchstone Pictures.

Multiple Copies

STAR
SEARCH

Available
99

R

1

/(
111 Southflighland + (901) 324—6873

(Secretaries Week —April25—29)
Novelty Ceramic
Computer Container
SUFaem:a~ama /,"
withFresh Cutlrrangetmnent &2zE Yat 23
$29%# .—‘
co
with Fresh Green Plants 2
$2254

VIDEO
1411 Poplar

a
Open 11 am — 11 pm daily

Memphis, TN
(901) 272—7827
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Mylar Balloons $2 each
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uts, Cookies,
i
$372°
$24%®
Sweetheart Roses in a Bunch
$122
_
Cash & Carry
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Bishop Appoints

This, Too, Is Pride
by Vincent Astor

_We spend our money where it
counts.
;
Something very new is happen—
We treasure and support those
ing. Look around you, it‘s not just
people and businesses outside of
a new bar opening or a new club our community who are our
forming. Coors, a company we friends. Now, new friends or busi—
were supposed to boycott a few ness associates are turning up ev—
years ago, due to anti—Gay corpo— ery day. They seem to care, as well
rate policies, just gave $2,500 to they should, only that we bow! and
— the St. Patrick‘s Invitational Tour— buy boots and bolos.
nament to bring 100 queers to
Subterfuge does not seem to be
Memphis to bowl. Coors represen— necessary, and should be avoided.
tatives attended the banquet and
Beware! New connections are not
were pleased with the result. No worth lying about ourselves; we
less than three Western stores of— need to broadcast non—support as
fered discounts during this year‘s loudly as support. It also saves em—
Southern Country Throw—Down. barrassment and we can do a little
There were two—for—one coupons consciousness—raising to boot.
for The Comedy Zone right next Don‘t be afraid to ask and don‘t
to the discount coupon from Mer— be discouraged by refusal. Just
istem Books. Similar success was appreciate the cooperation and
had by Dee Dee Whitaker for the dish the non—cooperative ones at
Queen of Hearts benefit. Does this the top of your lungs (we‘ll be glad
sound like progress?
to help).
As Friends For Life discovered
I certainly hope to see bowlers
during Heart Strings, sometimes
and boot—scooters at the Pride
all you have to do is ask. Evidently
events this year. You‘ve all done
‘these events did and, though so— your part, a step at the time, to—
licitations from many groups are ward everyone‘s goal. I hope you
turned down by businessesall the are as happy as you make me
time, these were not. The word is,
proud.
as usual, the pro shop at Park
Moral: Don‘t be afraid to ask
Bowling Lanes had an extra good
and don‘t hide what you have no.
weekend during the tournament. needto.Notanymore.._____ <
$> meni

|The

Exodus

Dennis Kijowski

Named

Fr. Ewing as

1994 Man of Year

_

AIDS Chaplain

This year‘s Tsarus Man of the
ergy and obstacles that you must put
Father Bob Ewing, pastor of St.
Year was Dennis Kijowski, owner
up with to survive this business and
Therese the Little Flower Catholic of the Pipeline. Tsarus members
it takes the kind of person that can
Church was appointed to be Dioc—
honored Dennis for his many con—
be a punching bag but still look
esan chaplain to persons suffering tributions to the community, not the
pretty in the end." He called for co—
from HIV and AIDS by Bishop J. least ofwhich are the number of free
operation in the community. "We all
Terry Steib.
buffet meals that the bar is famous
have to stick together, it takes all of
"Because ofthe stigma of the dis—
for, especially the ones on Christmas
us."
ease — the feelings against homo— day and Easter Sunday. Donations
Tsarus is Memphis‘ oldest
sexuals and intravenous drug users of nearly $600 went to the Friends
Leather—Levi club and founded Man
— these people are struggling not
For Life emergency assistance fund.
of the Year ten years ago as a recog—
only for their health, but they are
Employee Jim "Widow" McCain
nition of community service. Previ—
frowned on by society," Ewing told
and columnist Vincent Astor spoke
ous
recipients
have
been
Common Sense, Memphis‘ weekly
about the many things Dennis and
1985—Allen Cook and John
Catholic newspaper.
his business (operated with partner Stilwell (Gaze newspaper), 1986—
"Many of their own families have
Stan Perry) have contributed toward
Tommy Stewart, 1987—the Mystic
become alienated from them. Some
enhancing the Memphis community
Krewe of Aphrodite, 1988—Bettye
even become alienated from God,"
including the number of benefit
Griffin (Human Response Council),
he said.
shows, the decor and upkeep of one
1989—Vincent Astor, 1990—Heart
Ewing meets with AIDS suffer—
of the best—kept entertainment ven—
Strings volunteers, 1991—the Pi—
ers to offer help and counseling. He
ues in the city, the participation in
pettes, 1992—the Wagettes, and
also represents the diocese in the
holiday festivities and Pride festivi—
1993—Ethan Pruett and Ed
national AIDS network, and at—
ties, and the leather—friendly atmo—
Hammett (Holy Trinity Community
tended a meeting on health and heal— sphere. Dennis himself said, "There
Church).
ing in Los Angeles in late March.
is a tremendous amount of time, en—
Fr. Ewing will work with the resi—
people... healing them and giving appointing me to assist these vic—
dents of Aloysius Home for persons
them love."
with HIV/AIDS when it opens this
tims," Ewing told Common Sense.
According to Ewing, the Diocese
month.
"With more than 1,000 victims
has a document on pastoral care for
"People with AIDS are the lep—
in Shelby County alone, everyone in
people with AIDS and that Bishop
ers of the 20th century," Fr. Ewing
the Catholic community can‘t help
said. "We must remember that Jesus Steib is updating that document now.
but know someone touched by the
dealt withlepers... an
___
"I appreciate his trust in me, in disease in some way," Ewing said.
~ the
a@ § g g 3 Rs a?
a .‘*M
ma

has

begun.

When Moses‘ people were freed from bondage, their journey is remembered
as Exodus. They were escaping the oppression placed upon them bythe

Egyptian government — much like our congregation has escaped from the
bondage of untruths.

Through prayer, faith, and worship, we‘re learning the truth. As a result of

sharing those truths, our congregation has grown in truth, love — and size.

'

"We Care"

AIDS Ministry would like
to express thanks to
DeeDee Whitaker and
WKRB.

Services: Sunday School at 10:10 a.m., Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m. and
Evening Worship at 6:30 p.m. : Wednesdays at 7:00 p.m.
Pastor — Rev. Ethan Pruett
onn

—<4—<

To accommodate our numbers, we have moved from our building on
Monroe Avenue, to a new location at 1559 Madison Avenue, in the
Design Center. Please join us as we travel, in God‘s love, to our ultimate
home with Him.

Holy Trinity
Community
Church
1559 Madison
Memphis
Tennessee 38104
901/726/9443
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ect Start
t Rolls to a Perf
S.P.J.T. Tourn amen
of the St. Patrick‘s holiday,and most
of the—evening it was jammed
packed. The wonderful hospitality of
The First Annual St. Patrick‘s
our fellow Memphians was espe—
Invitational Bowling tournament
cially upheld in celebrating the birth—
18——
Mar.
was held here in Memphis
days of three or our out—of—town
20, with over 120 bowlers, their
guests with the presentation of a
companions, and volunteers. This
day stripper—gram. Following
first—time Memphis event was one birth
tality room party was a
hospi
the
to
s
of over 40 bowling tournament
wonderful reception held by the host
be held thisyear in conjunction with
_.
the Pipeline.
the International Gay Bowling Or— bar,
19, began early
Mar.
day,
Satur
ganization (IGBO).
for many bowlers as the first of two
Bowlers from cities such as At—
shifts of bowlers arrived at Park
lanta, Cincinnati, Lexington and
Bowling Lanes to begin bowling at
Louisville, Nashville, Dallas and
9 a.m. The Saturday bowling event
Houston, joined with other bowlers
included six games of bowling for
Lake
as
from such unique places
two events, the singles and doubles
Lotawanna, Missouri, and Muk—
competition. The bowling alley was
wonga, Wis., to bow! in the three
full of four—leaf clovers showing the
event tournament. The weekend
city names ofall the participants, and
on
night
began with the registration
it must have been lucky for some as _
Friday, Mar. 8, at the tournament‘s
— some great bowling scores were
host hotel, The Memphis Marriott,
rolled that day. The singles event
ers
where upon registering all bowl
, Ed Cecil (Lexington, Ky.)
winner
—
oppor
an
and their companions got
rolled a scratch 623 in route to his
tunity to mingle, drink and munch
695 total, only two pins ahead of
out at the hospitality suite, sponsored
ian Tony Matics who rolled
Memph
or,
by the tournament‘s grand spons
ch series, with a 693 to— .
scrat
600
a
fea—
and
Coors Brewing Company,
tal. Six pins behind and in third place
turing such wonderful beverages as
was Tim Holloway (Lake Lotawana,
.
—— Zima, Killians Red, and Coors Light
Mo.), with the tournament‘s lowest
The room was wonderfully deco—
entry average of 95, who rolled a
rated in the green and white colors
by Tony Matics

2
7 25—05
ER
19 N CooP

series of 689.notTheas
handicapped etit
ion was was
doubles comp es. Howe
ver it
singl
as
close
on team, Jim andn,
won by a mother/sfrom
Lexingto
Donna Gorham
1333 total.
ined
Ky., with a ecomb
Petrizo
Jerry
to
went
plac
nd
Seco
er
) and Mark Park
(Houston, Tex.with
and
,
score
a 1268
(Dallas,Tex.) aGeo
rgia couple,
‘third place wentto nta),
Mike
(Atla
s
Ron Jone etta) withanda 1260
Wellman (Mari ing events con—.
The day‘s bowl7 p.m., and the night
cluded arouAnd casino run to Bally‘s
Cci (Lexington), Tony Matics
(I-r,
itionawardwiaynners
life started. attended by many ofthe $Singlescompet
a).
Lotawan
Casino was were looking to strike (Memphis) and Tim Hollow (Lake
bowlerswho ca, while others went
Nashville. This year,
the Memphis and
it rich in Tuni for some wonderful day night with a banquet held at the
in Memphis, how—
stays
trophy
the
line
by
Pipe
ded
atten
to the
and
,
hotel
host
have a chance to
the
will
to
lle
onwards
ns, our ever Nashvi
anio
comp
food and drinkthe, and
their
ers,
bowl
own Music City
their
at
back
it
area.
En— win
other bars ofday ofbo
, and sponsors. The
teers
volun
many
being held
ament
Sun—
Tourn
gon
ional
wlin
Invitat
The final
lively with gun— in July 1994.
inment was doin
terta
ially
espec
any,
form
early
their
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Bowling

Beat

Memphis
by Tony Matics _
Whew... talk about March mad—
ness! This past moth saw a lot of
activity, but so will this month, so
here goes...
Second Half Season
Roaring To The End
With scheduled bowling to end
with the second—half position
round on Apr. 8, there is still a
tight race for the second—half
championship. Those guys with
the Nice Balls made their run to—
ward the top by winning 16 games
in a row, before succumbing to the
Strike Force. This amazing streak
placed Nice Balls, in second place,
only two games behind the first
place Stool Pigeons. Following
closely behind has been The Pipe—
line Awesome Foursome and
Nargas Dulces.
_ There has been somegreat in—
dividual bowling highlighted by
Bobby Rolland‘s great 267 game,
which aided those King Pins in
achieving what is believed to be a
league record team game of 935.
Championship Matches
on Tax Day!
Yes, that‘s right... even bowlers
must worry about tax day, but that

will not stop our Championship
Roll—off, and Jackpot Night of
bowling on April 15th. The first
half champions CD2, will bow!
against the second—half champion
for the league crown, while both
second—place finishers of each half
will bowl for the third and fourth
place trophies. This night of bowl—
ing also features our Jackpot Night
team event where each team will
bowl! against the field for the big
prize money! So if you‘re tired
after haggling with the IRS, come
on down to Park Lanes and join
the fun!
Moonlight Madness
Strikes Again
On Apr. 22 the Brothers &
Sisters Bowling League will be
conducting its annual League
Banquet and Awards ceremony at
Park Bowling Lanes. Immediately
following this auspicious occasion
will be a Moonlight Madness
Mini—Tournament to be sponsored
by the St. Patrick‘s Invitational
Tournament (S.P.I.T.) Committee.
This tournament will feature three
games of 9—pin no tap (if you get a
nine on your first ball, it counts as
a strike!) with raffles, and cash
prizes to be given away. This tour—
nament will start registration

around 9 p.m., with bowling (in
the dark) at 9:30 p.m. All proceeds
will benefit the 2nd Annual
S.P.I.T. Tournament to be held
Mar. 17—19, 1995. For more infor—
mation, call Tony Matics at 272—
3875, or come down to Park
Bowling Lanes any Friday night
before Apr. 22.

Brothers and Sisters Looking
for Sunday Summer Bowlers
We know that some of our
brethren enjoy their Sunday mid—
day brunches. We now may have
something for you brunchers to
crunch about. How about
brunching on Sunday, followed by
some bowling. We are seeking in—
dividuals who would like a way to
relax, drink, eat, be merry and
maybe meet some new people in a
relaxing Sunday afternoon Sum—
mer League. Details are still be—
ing put together, however, if you
are interested, give me a call. The
league would be for about eight
weeks beginning sometime in
May. If you have never been in a
bowling league, what a great op—
portunity to find out how much fun
it would be... think about it!
Well, that‘s all for this month...
so remember, it‘s nothow well
you scored, it‘s how you scored it!

Begin

Cruiser o

Play

By Chuck Saylor
The Memphis Cruisers men‘s
softball team is ready to begin play
for this year.
The Cruisers have joined the
Nashville gay softball league which
has been in existence for 6 years.
Opening ceromonies are scheduled
for April 10, followed by the first
league games on that day.
The team will be traveling to
Nashville twice each month and
Nahville teams jouyneying to
Memphis once or twice a month
with a week off for each team.
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Clubs and Bars
Amnesia
— Club
Apartment
Club
Hide—A—Way
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—
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Points of Interest
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Cafe Samovar
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DabblesPlayhouse*
Friends
Fusion* for Life*
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Holy Trinity
Church
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Center*
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Earth
Library*
MGLCC*
Meristem*
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Vintage Fashions & Furnishings
We buy, sell or trade
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Hours: 9:00 — 5:00 Fri., Sat., Sun.

McNeil

Mid—Town Hair*
P & H Cafe*
Squash Blossom*
Star Search Video
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Tobacco Corner*
Paris Theatre*
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"Your Car is Safe in Our Hands"
Printers Ink

S & R Body Works

Desktop Publishing

2052 Clifton
Memphis, TN 38127
(901) 353—4604
Sandy George, Owner

& Design

Preferred Rates
Auto _
Homeowners
Business
Insuring in the
Gay/Lesbian
Community
For 18 Years
DUIs & SR—22s
Filed Immediately

(901) 454—1411

Come play Shaiftetsard with Sheba

NIKITA‘S BAR AND GRILL
2117 PEABODY AVE. « MEMPHIS, TN 38104

(901) 272—1700

Owner
___. Shirley Ward

(901) 2722853
452 S. Cooper
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....................
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Tom Webb
Owner
(901) 682—2170
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Memphis, TN 38117
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Because of space considerations, com—
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+ G&L Support
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FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV RESOURCES
321 BELLEVUE
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MEMPHIS, TN
38174—0389
(901) 278—AIDS
\ Information,
Referrals,
Client Services,
Support Groups,
Food Pantry
A public service ofthe Triangle Jourrqu News
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Government Considers AIDS Tests Using Oral,

can save lives," said Bill Freeman, — which plans to help rush the test to
executive director of NAPWA, health workers in hard—hit areas.

"If they want to hang up the tele—
health officials, who fear they‘ll give
people devastating news without phone, that‘s their choice," said
Anonymous Test Services Inc.
proper counseling.
"Ifthey‘re alone,just talking on the spokesman Kevin Johnson. "There
WASHINGTON (AP)——People
telephone, how will they react?" asked has to be another option for people
may one day learn whether they have
Cornelius Baker of the National As— to access HIV testing. People just
the AIDS virus without giving blood
aren‘t doing it because they have to
sociation of People With AIDS.
or even leaving home, using a new
— "Once you say they‘re positive, talk to somebody face—to—face."
generation of AIDS tests now under
Thethird company, Direct Ac—
they don‘t hear anything else," said
government review.
Dr. James Pearson, Virginia‘s direc— cess Diagnostics, declined to discuss
The new tests promise to help
tor of lab testing. "You really need its test.
more infected Americans learn they
The CDC advised the companies
some kind of personal, long—term
have the killer virus. But those de— —
relationship to get any message on its own counseling methods. "We
signed for home use also pose a
hear these anecdotal stories about
unique problem: How to counsel the across."
There‘s also no way to assure the people running out and killing them—
virus‘ carriers if they never set foot
selves — the companies want to
kits‘ quality, he said.
in a clinic.
At least two of the companies avoid that," Ms. Jones said.
"All of us have been very cau—
People will use such tests, she
plan to provide basic AIDS informa—
tious about this," said Wanda Jones,
tion before revealing test results. added. A CDC survey found 20%
assistant science director for AIDS
Counselors, not a recording, would of Americans would prefer them to
at the Centers for Disease Control
tell the news, and infected people seeing a doctor. But they‘ll have to
and Prevention. "But we‘re con—
could get a referral for care near their wait awhile, because the home kits
vinced if it‘s done right, there will
just came under FDA scrutiny.
homes.
be a benefit."
The agency, however, has stud—
"The whole point of these tests
Currently, laboratories need vi—
is to get people into the health care ied OraSure for 33 months, and
als of whole blood to test for HIV,
systems early," said Stephen AIDS activists recently urged it to
the AIDS virus. Only specially
Coonan, president of Coonan Clini— hurry approval.
trained workers can draw the blood,
"The bottom line is that OraSure
cal
Laboratories.
and the test costs up to $75.
Public clinics are overwhelmed.
They expect 5 million requests for Ambulance Workers Barred
HIV tests this year, most repeats.
Still, at least 40% of the 1 million
From Refusing Help to PWAs
infected Americans have never been
tested because of fear, ignorance or
WASHINGTON (AP) — Phila— stretcher even though he was unable
lack of access.
delphia has agreed with the Justice todo so. A bystanderfinally helped
The Food and Drug Administra— Department to stop its emergency the man onto the stretcher and placed
tion is reviewing two new types of medical workers from refusing to him in the ambulance, the depart—
tests that claim to make learning HIV treat people with HIV or AIDS and ment said. .
status quicker, cheaper and easier: to develop an AIDS training pro—
The city agreed to pay the man,
an oral test and so—called home test— gram that other cities can copy.
who is in his early 20s, $10,000 in
ing kits.
§
The agreement resolves a com— compensatory damages and write
Epitope Inc.‘s OraSure is a spe— plaint that a city emergency medi— him an apology.
cially padded stick that, held be— cal technician in January 1993
The city agreed to develop a
tween check and gum for two backed away and refused to render _ model AIDS awareness training pro—
minutes, absorbs saliva and gum aid to a man, who had chest pains gram and use it to educate 2,300 Fire
cells. The pad is put into a special and was lying on the ground, after Dept. employees, including 1,400
container and sent to a lab, where it he whispered he was taking AZT, a fire fighters and 900 emergency
undergoes the same test for HIV as drug used to slow the development medical technicians, on how to pre—
does blood.
of AIDS in people infected with its vent transmission of HIV, to respect
Like the blood test, the padded precursor, the HIV virus.
the right to privacy while giving
stick test would be administered at
The complaint alleged that emer— medical aid, and to be sensitive to
doctors‘ offices or clinics. Results gency medical technicians then told the needs of people with HIV or
could only be obtained during a the man to place himself on the
Neergaard
Associated Press Writer
By Lauren

followup visit.
CDC and company tests show it‘s
as effective as using blood, and
AIDS activists hail it as a way to test
more people quickly, without the
danger of handling infected blood.
It could cost as little as $20.
But the home kits are more con—
troversial.
The CDC discovered several
years ago that HIV could be detected
in dried blood spots, and three com—
panies now want to market that
method for individual use.
People would prick a finger,
place a spot of blood on special pa—
per, attach the kit‘s unique identify—
ing code and mail it to a lab. A phone
call would get the results of the test
bearing that ID number.
Unlike OraSure, which is near—
ing approval, the home kits are prob—
ably years away from drugstores

But theyte already gamenng entr-

Home Devices
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financial burden...

Financial concerns can hinder your ability to cope
with a personal crisis on your own terms.
Selling your life insurance policy can help reduce:financial
stress and allow you to regain control of your personal —
affairs.
g
We can help. Our counselors will assist you with
honesty and respect, while we offer some of the best
rates for your policy. You will feel comfortable with us.
Individual Benefits
(800) $00—3264
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A Special Thank You to the following:

THE TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
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Pipeline will have its first meeting
at 11 am, Saturday, Apr. 9, at the bar.
We feel that this is the proverbial
derful and so was the show.
"idea whose time has come" and pre—
Memphis Pride raised $180 at a
dict it to be a big success. It is to be, >
benefit show at WKRB. We under—
scattered with interesting bits about
stand some very unusual talent
the donors and the history of our
floated to the top..er..surfaced for
Gay/Lesbian community.
this benefit. The WKRB crowd is a
The dual event weekend of death
very generous one; it seems that
and destruction was duly vis—
there are more ben—
ited by moi and the
efits at that loca—
over 100 boot—
tion than
scooters and
any other.
bowlers to
Of course, —
boot were
the staff
~eruised,
a n d
catalogued
Sharon
and
con—
Wray are
gratulated.
the direct
We will
cause of
only briefly
making this
mention the
possible.
very success—
— Tennessee
ful St. Patrick‘s
Leather Tribe un—
Invitational Tour—
veiled their.colors at the same loca—
nament here as it is dealt with on a
tion a couple of weeks earlier. It is a
broader scale elsewhere. We only
mark of their unique makeup that, wish to say that we were largely im—
not only do they include and endorse — pressed by the high level of organi—
members of either sex, all ages and
zation, the friendly atmosphere and
many talents but the members in—
the cooperation from some surpris—
clude one very beautiful imperson—
ing places in the Memphis commu—
ator (who came out of face to unveil
nity, Gay and non—Gay. Just don‘t
the club colors). Inclusiveness has mention Krystal and Tunica in the
been duly proven and we wish them
same sentence around the organiz—
much success.
.
ers.
This community cookbook being
The Pipeline is perusing plans for —
—
manufacturedby afficianados of the more and newer greeneryon itsfa
mous patio.
_
— _>

_—Caveat Lector!
At our age and condition we have
_ to sleep occasionally, but we will
endeavour to keep y‘all abreast of
most things. If you didn‘t tell us it
—was happening or send us a handy
notice, kindly do not bitch about it
not being in here.
Cut the Sweet Talk Depart—
ment
Dear President Rawlins, Univer—
sity of Memphis:
All this controversy over two
words! (Sexual Orientation) Do you
think the Pyramid will suddenly
empty during Tigers games? Do you
think nobody will attend a play, do—
nate to the library or watch WKNO?
Get a grip! Get a life! Give us only
two words of encouragement and
you yourself will be remembered as
a man of courage and compassion
instead of a fence straddler. After all,
it‘s going to happen someday, you
might as well get the credit.
So there.
Bits & Pieces Department
Nikita‘s is now serving plate
lunches daily and having cookouts
every weekend.
The combined Aphrodite/PMS
benefit at Reflections raised over
$3,000 for Holy Trinity Community
Church. The attendance was won—

$52 S. Cooper

» (901) 272—2852

Spring Plants Are Here

And Now The Dirt Depart—
ment
Rumours are flying that local pro—
ducers cornered TV celebrity John
Inman on his recent trip to Memphis
for a leading role in the new series
Not Quite Grace Brothers soon to
be filmed in raht cheer. Mr. Inman
will reprise his Mr. Humphries char—
acter who will work split shifts at
Nikita‘s, J—Wag‘s, the Hut and Oops.
. Highlights on the storyboard will be:
a battle of wits between Trixie

Thunderpusssy and Wilberforce
Humphries; accusations of bestial—
ity fron Sheba, the shuffleboard—
playing watchdog at Nikita‘s and ©
sexual harassment charges filed by
Sam Graves, Fancy Goodman,
Payton Robinson and Nancy Stevens
all in the same 24—hour period. All
four bars get completely redecorated
three times during the series. It is re—
ported there is an immense squabble .
over who will carry on the Mrs.
Slocombe tradition and get to wear
a different color hair every week (a
role coveted by one Miss Stewart
who insists on being referred to as
Crystal Fay in private). The local
drag community is boycotting the
series because someone thought
Cissy LeMay was Miss Gay Tennes—
see and Sofonda Peters wore a cor—
set. The sponsors are said to be
anonymous investors two of whom
live on a farm in Marshall County,
MS, and two mysterious single men
who live in an officially declared
disaster area on East Parkway. A
notorious reporter for this paper will
cameo in the series and is trying to
dicker into wearing those wigs. It is
rumoured that the whiskers will have
to go and a whole new mid—life cri—
sis has arisen. Alliance is in the run—
ning for host club (club nights every
weekend, two slings, no waiting) but
Reflections, STUDZ and Amnesia
are trying to compete by forming 20—
man kicklinésof ‘local and out of
town male strippers. Tsarusis also /
‘buying at least aboxcar of tequila in
order to do theirproduction party
and every club in town is ordering
colors, brooches and membership
certificates which will make John
Inman the most decorated poof in the
English—speaking world and an hon—
orary Lesbian several times over.
Dee Dee Whitaker was reported say—
ing that she wanted nothing to do
with the series because everyone
knows she does a better Mrs.
Slocombe than anyone else and was
not even asked to audition. The Con—

struction Site was out of the running
early on because they still don‘t
know if the pool table (the only space
there is) can hold up Granny Weaver
and Sweet Thang at the same time
for the next Miss You Ain‘t Right
Pageant. The 501 Club was reput—
edly painted red solely because red
is the brightest color on television.
WKRB is carefully staying on the
sidelines to provide one relatively
quiet and semi—butch venue in all of
this poof—a—thoning on account of
this series (although we hear Barbara
Pierce was approached for the role
of
Florabelle,
the
dainty
doorwoman). A draft letter denounc—
ing the smoking that will take place
has already been written by Two
Lesbians Against All Cigarettes (and
religion and Toto too). Most bars are
a little nervous as free pitchers dur—
ing filming (instead of paying for
extras) may wipe out everybody‘s
happy hour business. The Apartment
Club never returned anyone‘s calls
so we know nothing about them at
all. We shall continue to tap the
phones of these producers and get
you the dirt as it is slung. And we
are about to "Scream! Just one
time!"
And if you believed all this, April
Fool!
The Runaround
Tsarus will have a club night at
‘the Pipeline Apr.‘9. af10 pm.
~ Alliance will have aclub night at
the Pipeline Apr. 16 at 10 pm.
The Pipeline will have a Con—
struction Party on Sat. Apr. 23.
Reflections will host the Miss —
Southern Elegance Pageant on Sat.,
Apr. 30, at 10:30 p.m.
La Tour Munro will appear at
Amnesia Sun., Apr. 24.
The 501 Club will hold its grand
opening on Fri. Apr. 15.
We never have room to list all of
the events that happen at Meristem .
They, however, always provide an
continued on page 33_
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Talking with John Inman
WKNO Calls In English Re
by Vincent Astor

inforcements |
sical performances, all live, at
Christmastime usually. One who
performs as a Dame is rarely in a
frock the rest of the year." These
entertainments are a strongtradition
in England, and Inman remembers
them from his childhood.
"It‘s usually a fairy tale; Mother
Goose isa rags—to—riches story about
an oldwoman, me, who isvery poor
and is about to be put out ofher cot—
tage. Amagicgoose arriveswho lays
golden eggs and makes hervery rich, _
but gives her no better taste in
clothes. It isn‘t enough, she also
wantsto bebeautiful, triesto become
beautiful and messes everything up.
The goose flies away, and she has to
repent and all that. The part of the
handsome man is always played by
a woman. The Dame is played as a
woman with great sincerity, but ev—
eryone always knows it‘s John
Inman. I would do it 52 weeks a year
ifL could. I am building an audience
for years to come by playing for
these new generations.
"I‘m very lucky," he says, "I al—
ways wanted to do this when I was
small and here I am!" It is a tribute
to a fine actor, and one not worried
about the flamboyance of his char— —
acter, to be so esteemed on three
continents and to be called in as re—
inforcements to keep public televi—
sion going. After all, we would not
know thejolly crew of Grace Broth—
ers Department Store otherwise. I
remember being in one bar, during
the show‘s early popularity, when
the room fell silent and the music
didn‘t play during Are You Being
Served. Consider, Mr. Wallet, are
you free?

which everyone looks a fool sooner
or later, makes him a lovable char—
acter, not a demeaning burlesque.

"It‘s like living life all over again,
I asked, in this era of celebrity
saying all the hellos again. You
activists, did he aspire to any causes.
know, I had a 90—year—old woman John Inman is not a flag—waver, by
come up to me. I asked her how she
his own admission. "I‘m too busy
got to be 90 and she said, ‘You‘ve
made me live ‘til 90.°"
That was the answer to my ques—
tion about John Inman‘s interna—
tional celebrity, covering not only
both sides of the Atlantic but both
sides of the Pacific as well. Mr.
Humphries is a little stouter now, but
just as irrepressable. His ad—libbing
(to his mother, of course) on one of
the phones at WKNO during a
pledge drive last month, was worth
watching the whole enterprise to see.
He is not afraid of age, he admitted
that he was 59, and one could com—
pare the early Humphries character
to the present actor with good results.
(One famous episode aired, "Dear
Sexy Knickers," was the second epi—
sode of the series in 1973.)
doing my job, making people laugh.
John Inman was born in
It‘s like a drug, a wonderful sound
He
1935.
in
,
England
Blackpool,
to have." He has per—
began his career at age 13 and has that I just have
audiences ranging
before
formed
never looked back. He has per—
90 years. His favor—
to
years
3
from
in
stage,
on
formed for many years
ite type of performance is the tradi—
cabaret engagements and in reper—
tional English pantomime and he is
tory. Television is his special me—
considered one of the formost
dium, and never more so than with
"Dames" now performing in En—
has
series
The
‘Are You Being Served.
gland. I, being thus deprived, was not
Brit—
in
fans
of
millions
gained him
sure what he meant and I mentioned
ain, Australia, New Zealand and the
Hinge and Bracket, two famous im—
United States. He has been honored
ors who perform comedy,
personat
by the Variety Club of Great Britain
radio and music. He hastened to ex—
and voted the "Funniest Man on
plain.
a
Television" by readers of TV Times.
Bracket are a drag
and
"Hinge
His character, Wilberforce
act. Dames are more clowns than
Humphries, was patterned on many
mes are grand mu—
"shop assistants he had known dur— women. Pantomi
ing a brief sojourn as a window:—
Pride
dresser in the London store of Austin
Reed. He said, "Early in the series,
when it was taking off, someone at
the network told the director to get
rid of the poof. He said, ‘No, the poof
stays.‘ Mr. Humphries is just as
popular now as when he first minced
around the counter." John Inman has
not only acquired many fans on tele—
vision but has appeared in stage and
film versions of Are You Being
Served with great success. He also,
along with Molly Sugden (Mrs.
Slocomb), are the two cast members
most in demand for personal appear—
ances, even 10 years after the series
went off the air in 1985. Unfortu—
nately, budget considerations will
probably prevent any revival.
Analyzing the Humphries char—
acter, he is endearing because he
comes up with many of the bright
ideas; is looked to concerning cer—
tain matters of taste; and is played
no less that the rest of the crew—no
stupider, no more or less bumbling,
no more or less calculating. Since the
whole bunch is in the same situation
(underpaid, overworked, put upon
by superiors and situations) there is
*> DA Ad ACSpCLL.
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A Different Point of View: The Two Spirited Ones
by Kerrel Ard
TJN Contributor
As I move through the Memphis
community, both Gay and straight, I
am often asked, "just what does Two
Spirited mean," "what is this
berdache stuff all about." Because of
the wide diversity among the tribes
of North America, one simple answer
is not possible. I will try in a briefway
to give a cross tribal answer and cor—
rect some misinformation.
To begin with, the word berdache
is not from an Indian language. It is a
French word that loosely means "a
young boy used for sodomy or a pas—
sive homosexual partner." The word
came to be used in America first by
European explorers and much later by
anthropologists to denote Indian men
or boys who lived one of several di—
verse roles among the tribes that the
Europeans saw a sexually deviant.
Today very few Indians will talk
about or even own up to berdaches
as a part of their cultures, due to 200
years of oppression, to the point of
murder, directed at people in the roles
and anyone who would protect them.
Two Spirited is a loose translation
for the word for one group of these
roles from many tribal languages. A
more literal translation is half man

and half woman. A few of the tribal
words are; Chickasaw (my tribe),
Lakota, Cheyenne, Mandan, and
Winnebago.
It is important to remember that
these words may hold no meaning or
have no accurate translation outside
of one particular tribe. Each tribe in
North and South America, with very
few exceptions, had one or more roles
within their social and religious struc—
ture for men and women who would
today be called homosexual. Yet
these roles varied in appearance and
behavior greatly from tribe to tribe.
The first important concept to re—
member when thinking about the
Two Spirited Ones is to understand
that it was not primarily about sexual
orientation. What brought a person
into one of these roles was occupa—
tional orientation. The occupation you
choose, dreamed about, or were born
to strongly influenced your sexual ori—
entation. For instance, if you were a
man who was a craftsman/artist (we
will discuss how that might have hap—
pened later), which is not a traditional
role for men, you needed a husband
to do the tasks that were assigned to
only men. Task assignments within
the social structure were rather rigid.
A man living the male role but mated
to a man living the female role was

not seen as in anyway different from
great military prowess and healing
the norm. Rich men often had these
powers. They were the risk—takers and
men living a female role as second or the most feared of warriors and sha—
third wives.
man.
This might be a good time to men—
This vision most often did not last
tion that womenwere not regarded as for life. Many great men such as Sit—
second class citizens. Sex roles were ting Bull and Crazy Horse were Con—
very different, but not because one traries for part of their lives.
was better than another; rather be—
The way a person might come to
cause each had special gifts from the be Two Spirited is not easy for most
Creating Force that the other sex did
modern minds to understand. There
not possess. For example, in many are at least three major ways. One is
tribes only women could till the soil.
simply to choose, "this is where I fit."
This was because only they knew the The next two are more common and
secrets of the Earth Mother, not be— more complicated. The first is by "vi—
cause the men forced the women to sion" or dream. Every person must at
do the "hard" work. This also points the passing from puberty to adult—
to the fact that differentness was seen
hood, and at other times, as needed,
as a holy gift, not something that "cry for a vision." This is a divine
made a person bad or less worthy.
interaction that gives direction and
Differentness might bring heavy bur— meaning to life. If you see certain
dens, but these were balanced by the symbols during this vision or dream
special gifts.
experience, certain things will follow
The other major role that would
in your life. The meaning of these
today be called Two Spirited and fall
symbols varied from tribe to tribe. For
into a Gay category is the Contrary
instance, if a man. saw the
or backwards man. This was a man _ Thunderbird he would become a Con—
who, because of his "vision" (that
trary in some tribes. Other symbols,
which gives our lives meaning and
such as the "Flesh Eater" spirits of
purpose, a mission in life), must live
the Pacific Northwest tribes, would
backwards from the norm. Among mean you would live as the ‘half
other things this meant these men
man—half woman." The second com—
could only marry men. Because of mon way occurred when the child
their contrary vision, these men had was even younger. This was a way

of testing a child to see what the
child‘s "nature" was. These tests also
varied from tribe to tribe. One such
test was to lay the baby down on its back
and hold to either side a basket (the fe—
male symbol) and a bow (the male sym—
bol). If a boy child reached for the
basket, he would live as a woman in
the Two Spirited role and from that
point on the child was raised that way.
If a girl child reached for the bow, she
was raised to live the man‘s role, a
hunter, from that moment forward. To
go against one‘s vision or the results of
the childhood test would bring great
disaster to a person‘s life.
Whatever the tribe, whether the pas—
sive or dominate sex role, these Two
Spirited Ones all shared two major gifts
with their tribes. We are the literal bridge
between male and female, the balance
ofopposite poles. Without this balance,
creation could not happen. We are also
the mediators between the physical
world and the spiritual world. Again,
the balance between two opposite poles
that allows the people to have a spiri—
tual life.
So, as Gay and Lesbian Native
American we have a great heritage to
live up to. The world seems to need and
often cry for the balance we can bring.
Our task is to heal ourselves enough to
reclaim the gifts of our birth.
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Hill Gays Can D
What Over—The—
Unconditional Love and
by Ace Lundon
Syndicated Columnist
Well kiss ma‘ grits and butter
ma‘ buns! When President
Clinton proclaimed it best if chil—
dren were born into a two—parent
family, all the religious right
stood up and cheered; as did those
of us who are Gay/Lesbian who
come from two parent families;
because we love our moms and
mads who love us. The assump—
tion that a child will have the love,
compassion and understanding
from a Mother and a father is
exactly that—an assumption.
Plus, there are plenty of straight
kids with two parent families in
the same boat with us!
We can also shout hooray for
the fact that our Creator‘s love is
not as conditional assome of His
so—called "children." Conditional
love, to most, has always been
tolerance, not love. Uncondi—
tional love is the only "love"
which is truly loving.
Speaking of people with un—
conditional love qualities, let‘s
throw a few bouquets while they
can still smell ‘em to the moms
and dads in P—FLAG who prob—
ably don‘t know any more about
this "Gay thing" then we do in
reality, but they stand by us all
the way. They just go on loving
those little ducklings of theirs,
whom many think of as "ugly

.—

and that I was a "homosexual,"
she then burst into tears and be—
moaned the "fact" that she‘d .
never see me in heaven. When I
told her "don‘t bet on it, Mother,"
she said she never would because
gamblers won‘t be there either.
So what‘s in a word? Only the
meaningful truth in communica—
tion. Forgive my offensive truth.
Well! You say you‘re a senior
citizen and can‘t find anyone to
love?! Imagine that! You think
this is only a problem for homos?
Get over it, honey, it isn‘t. We live
in the real world and it‘s been this
way for centuries. Oh, I see.
You‘vechosen to bellyache and
cry—in—the—beer a bit about it any—
‘way. Just a little moaning and
groaning there‘s no body around
who loves poor little old you now
that you‘re over—the—hill. And
what a pretty sight you are in that
condition! It‘s just a barrel of fun
being around a whiner and a com—
plainer.
For those of us who are lucky
enough to even still be alive after
50 in these times, we should wake
up and smell the roses. This is the
time of life when we have the
time to be leaders! Not whining
and complaining about our di—
minishing supply of fresh meat;
which is reaily what it‘s all about,
isn‘t it? It‘s not that we‘re not

Center

ducklings," because they know
those ducklings were a gift from
God to be cherished, nurtured and

FARMERS

cept us as their loved ones.
Time for a channel change!
Some of you may be offended be—
cause I sometimes refer to "us"
as "homos." So: brief explanation
time. Gertrude said it best: "A
rose is a rose is a rose." There is
no shame or negativity to the
word unless we are ashamed of
being who we are. You see, my
generation grew up with that
word and we were made to feel
ashamed even though there was
no reason to be so. "Gay" is a
newly—coined word, which I am
getting used to using, but consider
my surprise when I announced to
|

|
|
f

_ my mother in "coming out "that
I was "Gay." She was glad for
me. I thought I was talking to
another mother. When I told her
%s she‘musthavemismlderstoodme &

Linda Merritt, MS

INSURANC

loved.
And while I‘m in the mood for
throwing kudos, we must never
forget all of the parents who may
not have been lucky enough to
have been gifted with a Gay or
Lesbian child, yet they still ex—
hibit unconditional love and ac—

ciety can do to us at this point in
loved. It‘s that we‘ re not "getting ing out to be educated. There are
the needy and greedy who need life. Let‘s not waste the most im—
it" like we used to.
portant years ofthis lifetime—our
— The ugly truth is that we‘re not to be loved; the ill who need to
senior years—when wisdom can
the bad dolly and stud muffin we be tended to tenderly. And, prob—
be
our guide instead of our libido.
once were when all the pretty ably the most important of all: if
Well, that‘s it from the Poop
young things were trackin‘ our you are still in your closet is to _
Sheet.
trail. It is, however, a fact of life throw open the door and step
[Mr. Lundon is former Managing
boldly
into
the
truth
of
being
the
learn
must
Gay
that straight and
Editor of Zipper Magazine and the
to live with. What‘s our choice? beautiful person you‘ve deserved Coast to Coast Times. His autobio—
Well, we could bemoan the fact to be all your years but were graphical legacy: The Closets are
Empty... The Dining Rooms Are Full is
that we‘re sex— starved old farts afraid to reveal before. As se—
niors,
there‘s
not
much
more
so—
in hard cover by Ponderosa House.]
put
can
we
or
who are still alive
our
make
and
that greed aside
senior years count for the better—
ing of the lives of the generations
The MANline
yet to come. Edmund Wilson
may have said it best: "If you ain‘t
Meet MEN in Memphis
the lead dog, the scenery never
changes!"
or Nationwide!
But what can poor, SEx—
starved, little old you do? Good
Phone Numbers or 1—on—1
God Gertrude, put your specs on
and take a look around you!
There are community services
centers in desperate need of vol—
1—900—420—3535
unteer help. There are cities
$1.50/minute 18+
where there is a desperate need
s.
Center
such
ish
yet to establ
Record your own message FREE
There are letters to be written to —
the
(excuse
s"
servant
our "public
1—800—610—GUYS (4897)
expression) in our capitals and
Touchtone EDGETECH/Atlanta _
D.C. There are people who need
to be registered to vote so equal
rights can be a reality. There are
freedoms which need tobe fought
for and protected. There are
The Wellness
minds which desperately are cry—

Director — Therapist

GROUP
KN

‘Specializing in:

[3

$
INSURANCE

Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
Sensitive to the Needs of the
Gay & lesbian Community
Enricra Ramey
Two Locations to Serve You
Midtown — 725—6023

Bartlett 377—1075

Massage by Jim
By Apointment Only:
(901) 327.0945
Pa er:
(901)

—o
t

"Individual, Group, and Couples
Therapy

® People with HIV/AIDS, Cancer, or
other Life—Threatening iliness
® Stress—related or Self—Esteem issues
}
1557 Madison Avenue
(in Holy Trinity Community Church)

5§4w114115

901—726—9443 or 274—5012
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March on
Tunica
Dear TJN,
My name is Ben H. Baffo and I
first want to say what a wonderful
and informative newspaper the Tri—
angle Journal News is. Not only is
it wonderful but it has two such
— handsome role—model editors. I
wouldn‘t dream of reading any
other. I feel inspired to inform you
of an exciting new group that is
starting.
acin
Those of us who spend a great
time traveling in the nearby coun—
try are distressed and appalled to
find no Gay representation in the
Tewnica County casinos. We plan
a March on Tewnica for Equal Rep—
resentation. Our new organization
Gays and Real Girls Love Every—

thing
About
Gaming
(GARGLEAG) has a list of goals
and objectives to present to the filthy
rich and affluent casino owners in
Tewnica. Our group is multi—de—
nominational and gender pairited.
We want all races, colors and ethinic
representations. We don‘t care if
your nellie or diesel, butch or fem,
we do everybody equally!
We want equal representation in
entertainment. Why should they
import Dolly Parton impersonators
when they can have our own
(cheaper for them and the drags will
finally make some real money). If
they hired Derek Dean and Steve
Smith to sing, why they‘re just as
good as Jason D. Williams and don‘t
take up so much room with a piano
(besides, just as many people will
"Scream! Just one time!" 18times in
an evening there as do here). Where
in all of Las Vegas will they fine a
Sofonda Peters or a Tu Real or a
Cissy La May as host? Nowhere!
We endorse Splash Casino be—
cause of its loverly lavender neon
and tasteful color scheme. We need
representation in Tewnica! Why
should only straight people bilk tour—
ists out of millions of dollars? We

RECLAIM
SEX

YOUR

LIFE

Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center
Monday, April 18
7—9 PM
Facilitated by Friends For Life HIV Resources

WORKSHOP
Purpose:
To reclaim the heat of sex and to address some of the
complications HIV has thrown in the way of men meeting men. .
Join with like—minded men in an
exploration of the erotic possibilities of
SeX.
SAFER SEX

safer

wantMarch
equalwith
time!us! Pave the miser—
able DollarsforDivas!
two lane road to Let‘sall
Casinolandget
with
togetherever!and make this the best
march
What dodo wewewant?wantGay Chips!
When
‘em?
Now!HI!!!HTH
BenMemphis
Baffo
ThisAprilFooljoke was brought
to you courtesy of...guess!
A Different
Point of View
Lauded

month.
HRCF alerted the Gay commu—
nity to an act of blatant Gay discrimi—
nation by three members of the
House of Representatives from
Oklahoma who stated, for the record,
that they would openly discriminate
against hiring, promoting and termi—
nating an openly Gay person from
their own Congressional staffs or
many positions in government. In
reaction, Speaker Foley stated his
position against any employment
bias based on sexual orientation.
Two hundred ten House members
and 21 Senators signed a supporting
statement, provided by the HRCF,
affirming this non—bias in employ—
ment. A new positive action.
However, to date, neither Sena—
tor nor any of our own House mem—
bers have signed the HRCF‘s pledge
of non—discrimination! This inaction
should not go unchallenged by your
readership. Phone calls to local and

I agree with Kerrel Ard‘s view
point as expressed in the March 1994
TJN. Memphis is indeed becoming
a multi—cultural city. Midtown, in
particular, has always been known
for its eclectic neighborhoods. None— — '
theless, in the past three years I have
noticed a rapid increase in the racial
and cultural diversity in this area
alone. I for one welcome this diver—
sity ofcultures. Unfortunately, I also
share the discomfort ofknowing that
many in the Gay/Lesbian commu—
nity are not as welcoming.
This has always been problem—
atic for me. I am a minority member
on two levels: Gay and Latino.It has
often been difficult for me to be
proud of the Gay/Lesbian commu—
nity when I continue to hear deroga—
tory racial/cultural slurs being aimed
at non—whites. I fail to understand
why so many Gayand Lesbian per—
sons hold on to this type ofignorance
and hatred. Have we not learned
from our own experience? Appar—
ently not and that is indeed unfortu—
nate.
f
If we as Gay and Lesbians want
equality under the law and respect
for our relationships, then we have
to begin by eradicating the bigotry
within us. Blacks, Asians, Indians,
Latinos and all other non—whites are
entitled to be treated with the same
dignity which we are striving to gain
for ourselves. If we cannot get past
this hurdle, our own Gay/Lesbian
journey towards civil rights is noth—
ing short of hypocritical.
j
Rick Herrera
Memphis, TN

Clarksville

‘94 Saturn,
Rolex Cellini,
DisneyWorld
dream _
vacation,
Made in
Memphis
baskets,
jewelry,
furniture, and
much, much
more!
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The Triangle Journal News
welcomes letters from its readers.
Letters should be as short as pos—
sible and signed. Anonymous letters
will not be printed, but names may
be withheld on request.
_:
Send your letters to: Triangle
Journal News, P.O. Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.

district offices and letters to their
Washington offices should pour in,
asking for a clarification of their
position. No, don‘t ask, demand an
explanation!
It may be that they feel no one
would hear ofthis issue and thus they
would not have to commit them—
selves. Let them know they figured
wrong! Speak up for your rights.
Silence only gives credence that you
don‘t care or worst that you don‘t
exist. The personals prove that last
idea to be quite false!
I hope you will urge your read—
ers to write both Senators Sasser and
Mathews and all of the Tennessee
Delegation in the House. These pub—
lic officials need to know that here
too, the public includes a large num—
ber of politically active Gays, Les—
bians and Bisexuals.
Turner McCullough, Jr.
Clarksville, TN

on CHAN
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in TJN

Reader Urges
Action
Congratulations on producing a
first—rate publication. I‘ve only re—
cently learned about your paper due _
to an information packet I received
from the Human Rights Campaign
Fund. Compared to the isolation I
find here in Clarksville, you are a
breath of fresh air. I was ravenous
after reading the January ‘94 Issue,
_whichIonlyreceived earlier this,.
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BGALA

Rally
continued from page 1

Off campus speakers voiced
strong support for the proposed
policy saying it would be a minor
victory for Gay rights in Memphis
and would serve as an example for
other area universities.

Voicing a

common theme, Rick Bray, an MSU
alumnus and former president of the
Tennessee chapter of the National
Organization for Women, told the
rally that the University‘s name
change was meaningless unless it
was willing to live up to its new im—
age.
Other speakers included Dr. Kyla
Dillard, attorney Susan Mackenzie,
teen leader Jerry Wright, Dr. Bar—
bara

Kritchevski,

activist John

Living with HIV?
Support is available
at the Center.
PLUS (Positive Living Under Stress)
is a group for gays and lesbians who
have taken the HIV antibody test
and tested positive or are otherwise
AIDS affected. PLUS is a place to talk
and share with others — to express.
your feelings and get information.
It‘s free and totally confidential.
PLUS will meet on Tuesdays at 7:00
at the Center, 1486 Madison. The
moderator is Nancy Hoskins of
Friends For Life. For more informa—
tion or to sign up, call Charles at
274—2524.
PEt‘S
MGLCC + Friends For Life

1, ZRC

Prowett, and Vincent Astor.
Dr. Becky Thompson addressed
the concept of Identity Politics. "For
Gay men and Lesbians, identity poli—
tics asserts that we see each other and
that this collective sight is beautiful.
Anyone who has been to a Gay Pride
_ march in San Francisco or New York
knows that no one does it better than
wedo when it comes to have a cel—
__—=Ebration, dressing with distinction,
«"
and creating new ritualsas we two—
and three—step our way through life."
She continued to encourage the

movement but strongly urged Gays The "BGALA Report On A Sexual
and Lesbians to move towards "a Orientation Policy at Memphis State
politic of identification that defies University" continues to serve as an
neat racial and sexual divisions and information resource and position
undimensional political alliances" statement for the group.
and to keep from making the
#Robinson stated that the March
judgments based on prejudice as we rally is "only one aspect of a new
accuse heterosexuals of makind to— strategy that will also include direct
ward us.
communication with the TBR (Ten—
The March 29 rally is only the nessee Board of Regents) and a lit—
latest episode in a continuing cam— erature drive aimed at informing
paign started in the Fall of 1991 University faculty about the issue
when BGALA, then known simply ‘and mobilizing their support."
as GALA, adopted a resolution call—
In a recent letter to University of
ing for the inclusion of sexual ori— Memphis president Lane Rawlins
entation in the University‘s equal (see text on page 27), BGALA of—
opportunity statements. The ficers wrote of the "growing frustra—
"GALA Sexual Orientation Resolu— tion" at the administration‘s lack of
tion" was twice introduced into the leadership in supporting the pro—
Student Government Association posed policy. Although Rawlins has
but was defeated both times. The stated in letters and speeches his
second SGA meeting, however, commitment to nondiscrimination
recieved extensive media coverage for both "sexual orientation" and
and served to profile the issue to the "lifestyle choice" he has remained
campus.
publiclly neutral about a policy. The
In December 1992 a Umversrty- letter stated "such a belief (in non—
sponsored committee, established discrimination)—unarticulated in
through the office of Vice President policy—does nothing to foster
Don Carson to address the concerns awareness, promote tolerance, or
raised by GALA, issued a report rec— deter potential harassmentand dis—
ommending that the University crimination. It is time the Univer—
adopt clear policy statements prohib— sity moved from the safety of quiet
iting discrimination on the basis of reassurances into the realm of active
sexual orientation at the University. and open policy—making."
Two months after the Gay and
Information on writing to the
Lesbian Concerns Committee issued University President or state Board
its report, the newly renamed of Regents may be obtained from
BGALA, made its own contribution. _ BGAL \ (see.ResourcesSection)...
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Memphis‘ Oldest &
Only 24 Hour
Gay Bar

MEMPHIS
AT PLAY

Every Sunday
Noon to 3 AM
25¢ Draught
All Day

Mr. Gay Tennessee

Wednesday
Trash Disco
$3 Cover tst Drink or
Beer Bust 8 to 12
Showtime 11:30am
Prizes Given Away All
Night — Wed.

HappyHour 11 to 7PMDa|Iy
Monday—Beer Bust $3" 8 to Midnight
Tuesday & Wednesday—25¢ Draught 7 — 3 AM
—Thursday—Beer Bust $3" 8to Mldl’llght
— Friday & Saturday
._
Showtime with Trixie & Crew |
2 Shows each night 11:45 PM & 1:30 AM
Beer Bust 10 PM to 3 AM or First Drink

"If You Can‘t Find It At ]~Wags—-You Don‘t Need It."
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Publisher Files Complaint
Against Colorado Group
DUI

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A Colorado
group that financed nearly 80% of last
year‘s campaign against Gay and Lesbian
rights in Cincinnati should be forced to dis—
close its contributors, said an Ohio Gay
newspaper publisher.
"We want to determine whether money—
laundering occurred, and we want to uphold
the integrity of elections in Ohio," said
Joshua Thomas, publisher of the 8,000 cir—
culation Gay Beat.
Thomas has filed a complaint with the
Ohio Elections Commission claiming that
Colorado for Family Values violated Ohio
law by not registering as a politi—
cal action committee during a successful
campaign to repeal Cincinnati‘s Gay—rights
ordinance.
The complaint also says the Colorado,

Divorce

Personal

—

Injury —

group violated Ohio election law by not list—
ing individual contributors on a campaign
finance report.
The Colorado attorney general is inves—
tigating the group for failing to register as a
PAC while engaging in political activities
in Colorado.
Will Perkins, chairman of Colorado for
Family Values, denied the group had vio—
lated Ohio or Colorado election laws. The
group is registered in Colorado as a non—
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Insurance Co. Must
~~ DALLAS (AP)—A Missouri—based in—
surance company must continue to provide
medical coverage for a Dallas man who is
in the final stages of AIDS, pending the out—
come of a lawsuit, a federal judge ruled.
U.S. District Judge Robert B. Maloney
granted a request Mar. 22 by Michael El—
der, 41, for a preliminary injunction in his
lawsuit against Fidelity Security Life Insur—
ance Co. His coverage was scheduled to end
May 2.
f
The judge said he granted the injunction
because of the "irreparable injury" Elder
would suffer and because of the likelihood
that Elder‘s arguments will prevail in a trial.
Elder filed a lawsuitagainst Fidelity Se—
curity and an agency that administered the

profit organization.
Colorado for Family Values, which led
the 1992 Colorado campaign to prohibit
Gay—rights laws, supplied about $390,000
of the total $491,773 the Cincinnati group,
Equal Rights Not Special Rights, spent in
its 1993 campaign to repeal the Cincinnati
ordinance.
Although voters approved the Colorado
and Cincinnati initiatives, both are now tied
up in court.
Hamilton County Democratic Chairman
Tim Burke, chairman of the county Board
of Elections, agrees with Thomas‘ conten—
tion that the Colorado group violated the law
by not registering as a PAC in Ohio.
"There‘s something wrong when
$390,000 can come into a campaign in se—
cret," Burke said.
Perkins refused to name contributors to
Colorado for Family Values, estimate how
many there are, or how many donated from
Ohio.
"If we considered ourselves a PAC, we
would (list contributors)," he said. "That‘s
a confidential matter."
Perkins said his group was being ha—
rassed for opposing special civil rights for
Gays.

Continue Benefits
policy after he was told last fall that the .
group coverage underwhich he was receiv—
ing benefits was canceled.
He contends the company breached its
contract with him and discriminated against
him because of his disease.
Elder‘s attorney, Cynthia Leiferman, was
pleased with the ruling.
"They cannot tell the insured we will pay
benefits to you and when it gets too expen—
sive cancel you without letting you know
beforehand they can do this," she said.
In a hearing before Maloney last month,
Baumgart, attorney for Fidelity Security,
said the company followed all Texas laws
and the contract clearly stated Fidelity Se—
curity could cancel the policy.

Court Reinstates Award for PWA ID
MACON, Ga. (AP) — The Georgia
Court of Appeals has reinstated a $500,000
. award to an AIDS victim who sued a tele—
vision station for revealing his identity.
The ruling came in an invasion—of—pri—
vacy suit by Buddy Worth against Multi—
media Corp., the parent company of
WMAZ—TV.
Worth, who had AIDS and died March
12, six days before the ruling, had been
promised that his image would be digitized
so he could not be identified. He was vis—
ible for seven seconds.
In June 1992, a Bibb County jury
awarded Worth $500,000.
On Dec. 3, a three-judge panel of the
Court of Appeals upheld the ruling against
Multimedia.
But on Dec. 20, a majority of the appeals
court threw out the award, saying Worth had

—

waived his right to privacy when he revealed
his medical condition to family members,
friends, physicians and support—group
members.
On Mar. 18, the court revisited its De—
cember ruling. This time, a 5—4 majority
ruled that Worth did not waive his right to
privacy, and it reinstated the $500,000
award. The court reversed an additional
$100 award to punish Multimedia.
Worth‘s death "was very, very sad," said
his attorney, Karen Kelly Daniels. "The last
thing he said to me was, ‘Don‘t give up.""
Multimedia‘s attorney, Hugh Lovein, de—
clined comment, saying he had not had a
chance to review the decision. The company
had contended that the topic of AIDS is of
general public interest, outweighing
Worth‘s privacy rights.
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Lesbian Comic Is So Out That She‘s In

Williams," while her performances
have attracted protesters — some—
times by the busload with signs read—
ing: "Lea DeLaria is going to hell."
Her high—energy stand—up act
plays to stereotypes while simulta—
neously trying to shatter them.
"There are some reasons why
some stereotypes do exist," said
DeLaria. "Let‘s face it. There are a
lot of dykes out there who are fat,
wear leather andride motorcycles.
There are a lot of Lesbians who
don‘t,you know."
DeLaria, a Belleville, III., native
who‘s relocating from Boston to the
West Coast, said her two sisters,
brother and her parents are "very
supportive." (Her mother has said:
"I don‘t believe in homosexuality.
But she‘s my daughter and I believe
in her.")
Since even her parents know —
one of the final frontiers for many
homosexuals — DeLaria said it‘s
inevitable that she would focus her
material on the pre—eminent part of
her persona.

By Douglas J. Rowe
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — "My
‘— whole life people called me a dyke,"
the chunky, funky Lea DeLaria was
saying one recent night as she waited
for her dinner in a Times Square res—
taurant.
"There was a point in my life
where I went, ‘Oh, big insult,"" she
added, emphasizing the sarcasm.
DeLaria, who talks faster than an
auctioneer on amphetamines, broke
ground last year on TheArsenioHall
Show by becoming the first openly
Lesbian stand—up comic to do Gay
material on a late—night show. She
emceed April‘s Gay—rights march in
Washington and served as the host
of television‘s first all—homosexual
comedy special in December on
Comedy Central.
I
Her stage show, "Silent Night
Homo Night," ran for six weeks in
London, where she also did an all—
Gay Christmas special for British
television. Her guest roles on the
prime—time series Matlock and The
John Larroquette Show aired last
month. Also last month, she went
Down Under for gigs in Australia.
She‘s been featured on The
World According to Us, the all—fe—
male sketch show on Boston‘s PBS
station, for which she won a local
Emmy.
‘Despite her gangsterlike,
chalkstripe dark suit and nose ring,
DeLaria can come across as elflike.
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Roseanne Arnold Smooched

(901) 278—9768 |
{GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE ‘:

Carol Burnett to Mock Gay

Controversy
Lynn Elber
Parker House
AP ByTelevision
Writer
Bed&C f/Ereaffc‘zs/
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
RoseanneArnoldandCarol
Burnett
Sennessee Rever/ Prclevick/ coéitloh
cooked
up
their
raucous
People‘s
Choice
Awards over
smooch
tobardeflate
(Swerve/2a A Weekend In the Countrt
theonRoseanne,
controversy
a
Gay
kiss
a spokesman
said.
couthern Cookeny/ couthern J/as/ol/ 1/
Burnett
presented
the
People‘s
Gomp/
men/dry (Wine withDinner
ChoiceawardforfavoritefemaleTV
performer
to
Arnold.
Arnold
came
upaprolongedembraceandkiss
on stage and grabbed Burnettinthein
Reservations:
Hon — Thurs (901)278—3824
Tuesday
nightbroadcast.
Tri— Sat£901j687—3456
Burnett
appeared
to
reel
giddily
awayBurnett"definitelywasnottaken
afterward.
by surprise.
It wasa herspokesman
idea," saidfor
Tom
Nedderman,
thecomedian.
"Theway
sheviews
it istheyare
High Praise for Student
two
consenting
adults,"
he
said.
"They
just wanted
totheRoseanne
make fun of
By Richard Lorent
1970s.
a
San Francisco home. Before the
allepisode
the silliness
about
Associated Press Writer
Hanks said Farnsworth and broadcast, only a few friends knew
controversy."
John Gilkerson, a Skyline class— he was Gay.
ShewasenroutetoherSantaFe,
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A mate who recently died of AIDS,
"I lived this lifestyle, but
N.M.,homeandwasunavailablefor
day after Oscar winner Tom Hanks were two Gay men he felt privi— strictly among my own friends and
an interview,
Nedderman
said.wasButto cited him as an inspiration, retired leged to know.
mostly since I retired," he said.
she
had
told
him
the
intent
high school drama teacher Rawley
Hanks won the Academy "When I was
mock
the flapkissover
airing of the Farnsworth had nothing but acco— Award for his performance in
"Roseanne"
episode.
lades for his old pupil.
Philadelphia, a courtroom drama
In
that
show,Roseanne
Conner
"I think Tom did himself proud about a Gay lawyer‘s fight to—
(Arnold) accompanied a friend to a with his speech," Farnsworth, 69, prove he was fired because he con—
Gaybarand,afteracommentismis—
said Tuesday. "He had a message tracted AIDS. Gay activists criti—
interpreted, is kissed by
to deliver and he did it brilliantly. cized film maker Jonathan Demme —
Kiss

She kids about how she‘s often mis—
taken for a man and that "open Les—
bians" are her favorite kind.
The 35—year—old DeLaria, who‘s
been doing stand—up comedy for 12
years, said she decided a long time
ago who she is and what her act
would entail.
"This is who I am, when I‘m up
there. This is it. I‘m a big butch dyke.
That‘s who I am. And I‘m a friendly
one," she said, laughing. "I‘m a big
butch dyke with a smile on my face."
Because sexual orientation is
right out there, she‘s surprised by the
mainstream acceptance she‘s get—
ting.
"Now my shows have so many
straight people in it, and they totally
get it, and they laugh at everything I
do," she said, sounding amazed.
And she is amazed — "flabber—
gasted" — over the growth of her
career.
"Things are just.snowballing,"
she said. "I‘m just rolling down that
hill. And wherever it rolls, I‘ll fol—
low."
In theMatlock episode, she wore
a skirt and pumps and the trademark
nose ring was gone. When the cos—
tume designer inquired about her
guest star
dress size, she told her: "I don‘t Mariel Hemingway.
know. I haven‘t worn a dress since
Arnold has said ABC balked at
my first Holy Communion."
showing the kiss, claiming it was un—

Daily Variety has said her
"manic, campy style hmts at acombination.of.B

"If you‘re a comic, you have to
talk about who you are. People go,. .
‘Why did you decide to talk about
being queer?‘ How could I not? Oh,
I pass. Oh, I could walk out and pass.
Yeah, I‘m not fooling anybody. If I
walked out on stage and didn‘t talk
about being queer eventually they‘re
going to go, ‘Look at that big
bulldyke. Why doesn‘t she talk
about it?"
"But it‘s the same thing about
being Italian or being a woman.
These are all aspects of my life.
Queer isn‘t the only thing that I am.
I talk about the things that I am —
coming from a working—class Ital—
ian family, being raised in a Catho—
lic environment, going to Catholic
school, tons ofwomen‘s things, too."
Since casting agents for movies
and television are calling more and
more, is it possible DeLaria will for—
sake stand up?
"I think my agents and my man—
agers see me getting away from it
more than I do," she said.

suitable for family audiences. The
eprsode proved to be the No.1

-

{

how, last

week

placmg the usuallyfrrstranked
Home Improvement.
The People‘s Choice Awards,
which are determined by a Gallup
Poll of more than 4,000 people na—
tionwide, honors the public‘s favor—
ites in music, TV shows and movies.
— The awards show from Culver
City was broadcast live to Eastern
time zones, but with a 7—second tape
delay — in response to the previous
week‘s live East Coast airing of the
Grammy Awards program during
which Bono of the rock group U2
used an expletive.

Tom Hanks‘ High School Teacher Has

I think he touched a lot of people." for showing little physical affec—
In his acceptance speech for the tion between Hanks and on—screen
best actor award, Hanks gave lover Antonio Banderas.
Farnsworth credit for teaching him
The mention on national tele—
"to act well thepart” atOaklands vision sent reporters and television

imid—s,,crews scurrying to Farnsworthis,
ag

teaching school, I
was not openly Gay."
Hanks called Friday to ask if he
could mention Farnsworth in his
acceptance
speech.
Still,
Farnsworth didn‘t anticipate the
interest it would generate.
"It‘s a great feeling and I‘m
very elated about it. The media
blitz has been unbelievable," he
said. "I feel rather proud of it, to
have someone of his talent give me

defﬁaﬁﬁsvs é

Philadelphia Soundtrack Worth
by Tim Brough
The existence of Philadelphia,
the movie and the soundtrack, is a
sad fact.
There are now over a billion
people, men and women, old and
young, that are HIV positive. That‘s
in a mere 13years since the original
42 cases of what was then called
GRID were dignosed. Zero to a bil—
lion, with almost a quarter million
dead. AIDS is now the leading killer
of American men between the ages
of 25 and44. More people died from
AIDS in 1993 than in the previous
—
12 years of the epidemic.
— Yet it took Hollywood this span
of time to rather timidly broach
AIDS in a major motion picture.
Yes, this movie, good as it is, is
timid. It‘s a courtroom drama, with
characters that are somewhat under—
developed, and it‘s hard to get the
feeling that anyone is in love with
anyone else during the movie‘s
course. Still, a disease that now kills
a person every minute needed the
clout of Hollywood‘s current direc—
tor of the—moment and star power
fromtwo hot (yet non—threatening)
names to shoulder a judicial conflict
of bigotry, prejudice and the deadhi—
est disease of the century. Makeno
mistake here... Philadelphia is a
\_landmark, possibly in the league of
ill A Mockingbird.
A big=screen production of this
magnitude ‘deserves a power—
soundtrack, and Philadelphia gets
one. Director Demme has always
been meticulous when it comes to
music for his projects (after all, one
of the films that brought nim to
prominence was Talking Heads:
Stop Making Sense). He particularly
wanted the music to match the mood,
becoming integral to the moments
when a foreground was necessary.
If you watch Philadelphia wonder—
ing where most of these songs pop
up, you‘re missing the point. (For in—
stance, the Indigo Girls‘ "I don‘t
Wanna Talk About It" plays on a
kitchen radio for a nano—second dur—

ing an early scene.) When the songs
tailored for the film appear, they‘re
‘knock—outs. I heard Bruce
Springsteen‘s "Streets of Philadel—
phia" before seeing the movie, and
fought down a lump in my throat the
entire time. No one has musically
captured the desperation and the
frustration of seeing someone fade
before their eyes... be it over days or
—years...will feel like Bruce gut—
punched them. It‘s the most haunt—
ingly honest song he‘s written since
Tunnel ofLove. Neil Young contrib—
utes the elegiac "Philadelphia," sad,
pleading and, when heard in the con—
text of the movie, heartbreaking. I‘ll
give away no more than that. In be—
tween those original compositions,
the Philadelphia soundtrack con—
tains good songs from Sade, Peter
Gabriel and Indigo Girls, and aver—
age selections from Pauletta Wash—
ington, Ram and Spin Doctors.
If anyone questions the inclusion
of"La Mamma Morta"as performed
by Maria Callas, then go see the
movie. Utilized in a scene where
Hanks‘ character describes the effect
of opera to a befuddled Denzel
Washington, it‘s the capsule of act—
ing that will pull Hanks from scripts
«of light comedy and romantic fluff
into the realm of the big boys. (Don‘t
forget, he was Oscar nominated for
his role in Big, even if dreck likeJoe
Versus the Volcano and Volunteers
mucks up his portfolio.)
What makes Philadelphia and its
best songs so bitterly sad for me is
that, 13 years into AIDS, the whole
reason this movie and its music is
getting the press it thoroughly de—
served is because someone finally
had the guts and/or felt safe enough
to risk an explosive topic on the
crowd that goes to the Cinema 14.
I‘ve seen those scars for real, and the
ones on Tom Hanks‘ made—up torso
are still make—up. When I cried at
the movie‘s end and fought back the
tears the first time I heard "Streets
of Philadelphia" it wasn‘t just be—
cause of the subtle emotional ma—
nipulation that a strong work of art

Tom Hanks‘ Teacher
continuedfrom page 32
that recognition ... Why shouldn‘t I be proud of it?"
Hanks graduated from Skyline High in 1974, attending all six drama
classes the school offered and appearing in South Pacific and other
plays. He was voted class clown as a senior, Farnsworth said.
"He was a very upbeat, happy—go—lucky young man — very intelli—
gent," Farnsworth said. "He had anatural sense of timing, which is
very important to anyone doing comedy."
continued from page 22
Hair and MGLCC. The absolute,
ad for that purpose.
ultimate and final deadline for bus
reservations is May 1.
Stonewall Announcement

Collecting

can provoke you to. It was also due
to the fact that a global (and Reagan/
Bush governmentally sanctioned)
state of denial remained in place for
over a decade while the unmention—
ables were left to wither and die. Last
year, four of those unmentionables

who were close to me passed away,
one of whom changed my life.
See Philadelphia. Play the al—
bum. And for all our sakes, fight the
ignorance and prejudice.
,
—for Paul, Randy,
Richard and Ken.
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[Tim Brough is theAdult Con—
temporary Music Editor for the
MAC Report in Nashville.]
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Proudly Presents

"Show Queens of Memphis"
Fri.

& Sat. at

11

PM

With
Jo Ann

Lady Vic

Tu Real

Plus Cameos
& Show Director: Misty

Melntire

Talent Night Sundays 10 PM
¥‘all Come in Your 501‘s
Happy Hour Every Day — 12 Noon —7 PM
8—Hour Beer Bust Every Day — 7 PM — 3 AM
Memphis‘ Cruisiest
Bartenders
Charlie
Glen Nancy
Steve

Coming Events for April
Sunday
Patio Cookout & Party
Grand Opening Party
April 15th
Give—Aways

Open 12 Noon — 3 AM
111 North Claybrook « (901) 274—8655

Lady A.

Anyone wishing information
about the buses from Memphis to
NYC for Stonewall 25 should come
to the Memphis Pride meeting on
Saturday, April 2, at 10 am at
MGLCC. Information will also be
available at Meristem, Mid—Town

Final Round
We are going to relax this month
because May is going to be a dilly.
Ta, ta.
Lady A.

—.

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercialads FREE. Limitof30 words
(includingaddress orphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Pleasespecifyifyou wanttouseour
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged

—

at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00

zipcodes
are free. Deadline forads isthe 15th of
— each month. Send to Triangle Journal
— News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writingandmustincludeyournameand
a telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would

activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
ofprivacyinafunvacationarea. Exclusive
resortformen& women. Hottub. Country
clubprivileges. GreenwoodHollowRidge,

R4, Box 155.EurekaSpringsAR

(501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Gien Bed & Breakdast—Circa
1896.
Historic
District loop close todowntown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance&romance. Picturesque
tree—covered hollow. TheArbour Glen,
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,

1"/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.
Craig 10 AM — 10 PM (901) 278—9768.
fons
Cigar Smoking Biker. Master Tony and

h'g
NS

5uddres
Mt

i m Tom

9:5. i ten
coasttocoast.Call todayand join fun.
Allwelcome. 18+, 7days. Leather, boots,
Watersports,tops,bottoms,TLC,etc. (213)
874—1859.
_ PERSONALS
Hobo—Sp“ and shove does work best.
you were right. Screw the flour. Signed,
Mule.
wang gy something fun and exaiing?

Mtocoverpo
stage. (6012599010.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CompurEr BULLETIN BoARDs Pay with} the Memphis Cuisesel men‘s
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS TVN sern mae
sans SOMA 1EAM, All
Weloome
announcements and classifieds will not
Second Wind BBS (901) sea—q4se
EXPerienced
or n
automaﬁcaﬂybéremn. Announcements

Memphls' Largest Adult BBS

9928. Please call about playlng softball

andoclassifiedsmustbere—submittedeach

MultiLines, 40,000 HotFiles
HOT Messages *HOT Chats

Scotty from Allance_isi ime hat you

month, inwniting,
&

bythe 15thofthemonth.

Brreakrasr____

Graphics
Bed— & Breakfast—A Victorian home StudsNetDoorNetThrobNet
furnished with antiques offers _ FREEACCESS (901) 388—8358
accommodations to men and women. PO Box 280415 Memphis TN
Homeislocatedinsmall TennesseeRiver
38168
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
countrydinner with complimentary wine.
MassaceE SERVICES
. Area activities include: boating, walking "YOU DESERVE THE BEST
tails,amfshopsauch'pns.Yourhosts california trained professional offers

are available

to assist with planning local

f

Over2,000 Male

in the Memphis Area_
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412

a

un!ta"an Chum?

Z

Of the Rlvel' * 526 8631

%

e Si"? “duffu'gm3le majot
holes in Little ? Did someone
glory
hear you say, "vanillachicken lining up
likesoldierstogetspanked." Love. Mule.
"58" BF, Biracial, age 36, seeks same of
someonewhoisloving,emotional,caring,
honest and trusting. Seeks O/W.
Discretion is assured. Non—smoker, love

. of fife. Write: Dept. R—04, PO Box 11485,
;,, bodytherapeuticandsports massage. Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
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12 Issues for $15
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you —

don‘t have to wait for the news.
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”If? (Alcolgoolgcs Anonymous)
unday
pm Discussion
Monday

8:00 pm

Tradmons (Smoke Free)

Wednesday

8:00 pm

Big Book Study

_

gldaﬁ
f 1ggg £2:
3501530“
+
turday
$*
PeeO
(Last Sunday of month is blrthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light
(Alcoholics Anonymous Women)

Thursda
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Sunday 4
12 Ngon Discussion (85811)
gﬁmpss meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last .
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)

8:00 pm

,

a
A???»
*.+
¥°C

11m ihe$
‘Rt

Discussion (Open, but participa—
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)

Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)
Call For Information
&
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
Call For Information

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization

formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and Lesbian
community. Business meetings are on the last Wednesday of
the month at 6:30 pm.
Space donated as a public service by theTnangleJournalNew
iAyom: oA 19000H BiveQ

ve— >

299

Triangle Journal News
~——P.0. Box 11485
;
rpemphis,TN38111—0485

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
241 N. Cleveland St.
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379

Friday

q=

Buy a SUbscrlpthn to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper

You were chosen by God

to be wgwjute
_gay, lesbian or
gFl-Ztero.sexual.

your sexuality is a gift from

God in making and
building of relationships.
INTEGRITY is a family

of Gays, Lesbians and

that};£51213 gig if
INTEGRITY is a place to
Jind

commmtlty and

INTEguPEa;
GRIT offers
opportunities for growth,

prayer, friendship and
understanding.

INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Doug Deaver at 726—4698
\ or Joe Pfeifferat 272—1207 J

|
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Memphis 38168—0415 # 382—9466,
1559 Madison # 726—9443.
StudsNet, DoorNet, ThrobNet Free
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue.,
Access # 388—8358.
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm;
Dinner, 7pm, $3; Meeting 7:30pm » c/ Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
board and computersupport. "Handles"
o Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N.
accepted. 1200/2400 baud. # 726—
2nd # 726—4698 (Doug Deaver) or
Trogical Impressions: Pet Shop &
4073.
272—1207 (Joe Pfeiffer).
rooming Salon « 3700 S. Mendenhall
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
COUNSELING SERVICES
a 794—3047 or 365—9716.
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personalgrowth, spintual
WhittingtonTree & Lawn Service: Sandra
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Calvary
counseling, alternative healing
& Troy Whittington # 685—8410.
Episcopal Church, « Mailing address:
a 1725—4898. .
—
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
2058 Young Ave, Memphis 38104 # Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral counseling
MEDIA
276—4045.
@ 278—9554.
Gay Alternative: Radio program,
Loving Arms (Support Partners for Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union
Mon. 6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90, Box
HIV+ Mothers & Babies; "hold"
# 726—1284.
41773, Memphis 38174.
babies at the Med): Shelia Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
Tankersley, P.O. Box 3368, Memphis,
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
published by Hera Sees, Inc.,
TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Amold
1725—B
Madison Ave. # 276—0543.
Mature Gays: Information: John Prowett,
Rd, Ste 316 # 369—6050.
Query: Weekly newspaper published by
1517 Court Ave., Ste. 4, Memphis Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
Pyramid Publishing Box 40422,
38104—2402 # 726—5790, leave
+ Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
Nashville TN 37204—0422 # (615)
message.
@ 767—1066.
3
327—3273.
Memphis Center for Reproductive — Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Recovery Talk "In the Midnight Hour":
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
Radio program, Sat. 12—iam, KWAM—
3550.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
AM 990. Weekly program about
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101
addictions & recovery. # (901) 377—
Center (MGLCC): 1486 Madison,
@ 726—4586 » Sliding fee scale.
©7963.
Mailing Address: Box41074, Memphis Northeast Mental Health Center:
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
38174 # 726—5790.
# 382—3880.
paper focusing on addictions &
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
recovery. Distributed in Memphis,
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box 41074
Group Counseling # 761—9178.
Jackson, & Nashville TN « (901) 377—
@ 728—GAYS or 458—6023.
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
7963.
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting place
therapy + Fully Alive! a 323—2078 —
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
for 12—step recovery programs » 241 N.
Sliding fee scale.
newspaper publishedby Printers Ink «
Cleveland (above United Paint Store) #
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
276—7379,726—6293,527—1461,0r327— SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes,
@ 454—1411.
3676.
accounting, estate planning = 756—
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
4449
support group # Barbara Jean 353— Charles
Amnesia:
2866 Poplar ## 454—1366.
Butler, CFP: Financial Planner
2612 (evenings) or John Prowett 726—
Apartment Club: 343 Madison # 525—
a 274—2524.
5790 (leave message).
:
9491.
Brett Cullum: Financial Planner # 362—
MSU State University Students for
n #7 CafeSamovar: 83 Union,# 529—9607.
—Graffiti Graphics:1985 Madiso
Bisexual,Gay&LesbianAwareness Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Club 501: 111 N. Claybrook @ 274—
(BGALA): BGALA c/o Office of Greek
8655.
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305
Affairs Box 100, MSU 38152.
Construction Site: 1474 Madison
a 458—0152.
## 371—9978 for info.
#2784313.
.
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland a 725—9872.
accounting services # 726—9082. .
Memphis 38111—0042 # 278—0961.
J—Wags: 1268Madison # 725—1909.
FLORISTS
_
Minority Prison Project (MPP):
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill: 2117 Peabody Ave
Botanica: 944 S. Cooper, = 274—5767
Information: John Prowett, 1517
# 272—1700.
f
1—800—769—5767,
fax:
274—5688.
Court #4, Memphis, TN 38104—2402.
Oops: 1349 Autumn # 272—1634.
Flower
Market
of
Memphis:
1523
Union
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Ave. #274—8103.
Memphis 38174—1822.
Reflections: 92 NorthAvalon
Park
East
Florist:
6005
Park
#761—2980.
National Organization for Women
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison
Swzeet
gees:
111
S.
Highland
#
324—
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
# 278—9321.
73.
0982 # 276—0282.
§
A
: REAL ESTATE SERVICES
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
GRAPHICS
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Alcoholics): Memphis LambdaCenter Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
Developments: 194 Looney Ave.
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
._ @
Parents& Friendsof LesbiansAnd Gays Image Illustration & Design: P. O. Box
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
161075, Memphis, TN 38186—1075
Realty: = 854—0455.
_ 88187—2031 # 761—1444.
# (901) 324—5742, Fax (901)823—7524.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Davies—
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center JRP Specialties: Photo business cards & .
43SewsOell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper # 278—
a 454—1414.
distinctive nature photography ©
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Joe Pfeiffer « 272—1207.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
Center a 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 ## 454—
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
Southern Country Memphis: Country
1411.
s
LOCATIONS
Western Dance Club a= 272—1525.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332
Stonewall Mission Church: A
czggrpaigns, letterhead, etc. # 761—
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
Progressive Christian Church + Sun.
0.
# 17265521
é
Service 6:30 p.m., meets atthe Center,
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Davis—Kidd
Booksellers
Inc.:
103 Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
397
Perkins
Rd.
Ext.
#
683—9801.
# (615) 269—3480.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Men‘s &
7431 (24 hr. help & information for
Library: 1850 Peabody a 725—8800.
Women‘s leather org. 3293 Renners
Lesbians, Gays transvestites, &
P&HCafe:
1532 Madison Ave. #274—9794.
Cv. = 372—4426.
transexuals)
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
a 7254823
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—1 1:45pm.).
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave.
Ave, #4, Memphis 38104—2402.
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 728—
# 272—STAR
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
GAYS — 7:30—11pm.
Tobacco,
Corner Newsroom: 669
Memphis 38174—1082.
LINC: = 725—8895.
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326 & 1803
Wings: Social Club « Box 41784, Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Union # 726—1622.
Memphis 38174—1784.
jtlhThurs. Information: # 725—5237.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
ohn.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—
Girth & Mirth of Tennessee: Statewide Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville
7477.
oreo
men‘s social group for larger men &
& surrounding area # (615)360—2837. Transvestite—Transexual National
their admirers « P.O. Box 121886, Flesh Illusions BBS: WehaveP.0.D.S. &
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, —
gl7a2shville, TN 37212 # (615) 664—
Nuit Net Avaliable thru requests only.
Mon.—Sat.). _
5.
Also carries Fidonet , 2400—14,4 baud.
LEGAL SERVICES
Holy Trinity Community Church:.
# 357—5483.
.
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Worship Service: Sun. 9 & 11am, 7 The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
pm; Bible study: Wed. 7:00pm; We
board » 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
‘CareAIDSSupportMinistry: Sat. 10am, §eoond Wind BBS: PO Box 280415,
David
Hooper,AttorneyAtLaw: —
’v._¢"..‘-‘,.¢..-..~ na ctm msmacem on nacmn m me oa werner oe meramracer
,sPNW ae an anwuaatsacm maeome snsonanwanate ie an an Le

‘The Gay Memphis Resources Direc—
tory is printed as a public service, and its
listings are free. Agencies and businesses
listed herein have requested to be listed,
—buthave notbeen charged. Allphone num—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
a 345—0657.
CherokeeAdult BookStore: 2947 Lamar
a 744—7494.
>
Fantasy Warehouse I: 791—793 North
White Station « 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
a 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd
# 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
# 373—5670.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: Feminist Book Store + 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 278—2835.
&
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates # 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office
# 388—3781.
§
MMUNITY GROUPS
T UP Memphis: 5:30 Sun. SharonAnn
& 1255408,
— Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda
_—~Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center « 276—7379.
lance: Leather/evi club » 4372 Kerwin
Memphis 38128.
Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371;;Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
a 452—5894.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
1929 Evelyn Ave. # 272—3875.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
= Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs.,
7pm Prescott Memorial BaptistChurch.
3956 Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002
# 387—1567.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDSService Organization Box40389,
Memphis 38174—0389 # 278—AIDS or
# 272—0855.
Gay and Lesbian ‘Alliance: Gay and
Lesbian Support Group < P.O. Box
495, Mountain Home, AR 72653.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
Information # 725—4898.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
America Memphis Chapter:
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 @ 726—
5790 , leave message for John.
Gay Teen Support Group: Tuesdays 7—
8:30, Gerry Wright # 388—6110.
§ Gays On Cleveland Street (GOCS):
Social Group » c/o The Hut, 102 N.
Cleveland a 725—9872.
—:
Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
Environment (GRACE): Support
group for Catholics & their friends:
Meets every Thurs. with Liturgy 2nd &

the Gay and Lesbian Community, 4646

1870 Union Ave # 274—6824.

Susan

Mackenzie,

Attorney

At

Law:

Robert

Ross,

Attorney

At

Law:

Stark,

Attorney

At

Law:

44 N. Second, Ste 600, = 521—9996.

Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:

1903 Lincoln American Tower, 60 North
Mid—America

Mail,

Memphis

38103

# 684—1332.

MASSAGE SERVICES

Bodycare

By

massage,

Jordan:

Deep

therapeutic

preparation

for

tissue

touch

and

movement.

By

appointment only. «r 527—2273.

Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
by appointment. # 377—7701.

Dave Everitt: Fullbody Swedishmassage
Shiatsu, Medical Massage #722—5522,
Pager # 533—9492.

Tom

Pitman:

Rejuvenating

full—body

massage byappointment. « 761—7977

or Beeper 575—1230.

Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
massage by appointment. Please call
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
MISCELLANEOUS

SERVICES

Art Gallery Memphis: # 725—0521
(By Appointment Only).

Dabbles

Hair

Co.:

19

N.

Cooper

@ 725—0521.

Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
narian, Memphis Area #

2699.

For

: (901)

emergency

call

#

533—5084.

F.U.N.

Parties

&

Gay & Lesbian

#

(901) 465—

care

Toys

For

Us:

parties exclusively.

Rich 327—2225.

David

Gairhan:

A/C,

refrigeration

&

ince repair # 274—7011.

# 278—5002.

Great American

Cruises,

Inc.:

Cruise

Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52
N. Second ## 525—5302.

Gypsy‘s

Vintage

Antiques:

Fashions

2018 Court,

and

(In the

Mid—

Town Flea Market) # 725—4751.

Have BarWill Travel: Bartending for private
functions +

Lisa Gray (The Peabody

Hotel) # 726—5910.

Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes «r 682—0855.

John

In

Charge:

Household

&

office

cleaning, errands, a personal valet °

a 272—2316.

Kings Interior Painting: # 278—2835.
Lavender

Earth:

852

S.

Cooper,

a 272—2853.

MT‘s Bakery: Gay and Lesbian Wedding
Cakes

A

Specialty,

Mary Jane

or

Theresa, 2127 Frayser Blvd. # 358—
6689 or 388—2376.

Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison, Memphis
38104 # 278—2199.

Pass

Pet

Pets: Hickory Ridge Mall # 366—

Care

house

Unlimited:
sitting

by

Pet sitting

and/or

competent,

caring

couple @ 726—6198.

Quality

Electronics:

TV/VCR

Repair,

1593 Getwell « 743—6377."

Quality

Furniture:

Getwell =

Enrica

Gary

Lewis,

1490

743—7739.

Ramey:

Insurance

# 725—6023 & (Bartlett)

(Midtown)

377—1075.

Richard‘s Designs: Packaging designs &
marketing # 683—6157.

S$

&

R

Body

Shop:

Sandy

_

George,

2052 Clifton @ 353—4604.

Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael
Sanders # 948—3998.

See—S:

Portraits

photography

#

&

327—

3760.

Star Search Video:
Poplar

Ave

#

1411

272—

STAR.

STUDZ:
Info.

# 276—4225,

for

—

..0

I

Tiger

Paw

Windshield

Replacement:

100 N. Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.

Kelly

P

a

£

# 682—2170.

100 N. Main, Ste 2518 = 526—0809.

Repair

Donna

&

Watson

# 363—4629. 24hr. phone service.

M

P

MANFINDER"
Tennessee
Knoxville ROD CASTING: 35 yr old
WM, blonde and blue. Into camping,
the outdoors, hiking and fishing.
Hoping to build a relationship with a
guy, 33—40. 223441

TN ALL AROUND PAL: SWM, 26,
5‘8", 160. Hard/hry professional
seeks a buddy. #18051
TN BREAK ME IN:; WM, 34,
510", 180. I am new to this and
seeking a WM 30—40 YO. #20982

Memphis BRONZED: 6‘3", 190,
dark guy with a good tan is ready for
your call anytime. #23370

TN HEY, GRIZZLY!: 32 yr old, full
beard, stache. Into workouts and
hairy men. Bears and Ithr A+.
#20998

Knoxville DOWN HOME: 41 yr old
down home white male conservative.
Into the Smoky mins and classical
music. #19379

BIRTHDAY SUIT: GWM, 40, 56",
160 seeks a caring and honest guy.
Hairy A+. I am into getting back to
nature. #215326

Memphis RING MY BELL: 6‘, 33,
180. Into outdoor sports and music.
Call me at home. #20811

ALL—AROUND GOOD GUY:

TN GLORY BE: 23 year old guy is
into history music and seeking a
Christian mate. #18622
TN BIG HAIRY HOUND DOG: |
am 32 call me. I am ready to howl.
#18925
TN LOTS OF OPTIONS: WM, very
sub, seeks dom men. Blk a specialty. |
am into Ithr, kink and phone fun. Call
for my home number. #1638
TN BIG AND IN CONTROL: dom
41 yr old male. 64", 300, seeking
subs for get—togethers. I am clean,
discreet and health conscious. Call
me at home. #19299

TN WHAT THE WIFE WONT
DO: 6‘1", BLONDE Seeking men to
explore my fantasies. I am married.
#20102

TN TOP SHELF: All—around good
guy, professional, 21, med build,
seeks a good person to enjoy quality
evenings with. #20701
(INSTRUCTIONS:
To Place Your FREE Printed Ad With
VoiceMail, Call 1—800—546—MENN
To Respond or Browse Personals
CALL THE 900 # SHOWN, THEN:
PRESS: 1. Free Personal Ad With
Voice Mailbox.
PRESS: 2. Hear Latest Personals
Sorted By Area Code
PRESS: 3. Respond To A Specific
Printed Ad Shown Here.
PRESS: 4. Instructions & Tips
PRESS: 0. To Talk LIVE!
PRESS: #. To Pick Up Messages
In Your Mailboxes.
For Customer Service Assistance:
K

415—281—3183. 24 Hrs.

/

Eosy-goinp outdoorsy type seeks 20—
30 year olds for great times. #16418
LET‘S GET STARTED: 27 year old.
I am mixed race and seek a nice
white guy for friendship. #216382
ROCK JOCKS: 25 year old guy
seeks rockers, surfers and jocks up to
24. Tp guys only. #16829
GET OUT THE DENIM: 27 year
old is into a one on one with a guy
his age. Blue jeans and flannels A+.
#16929
MUST BE CARING: 25 year old
into hiking, biking and good
conversation. Seeking mod. athletic
guys who care about others. #17088
‘Chattanooga YOU MET HIM
HERE: 28 yr old blk male, 5511",
185 and smooth. I am seeking a
mase male of any race. #11815
Memphis HOUSECALL: 40 YO
Physician is just ietting back into the
swing. I like the theater and classical
music. 21326
Nashville WHAT‘S ALL THE
HOOP—LA?: Curious white male. _
Please call me at home and let‘s talk.
#13277
TN TPGUN: 45 yr old daddy seeks
a yng sub. #11500
TN ARE YOU THERE?: | am
looking for other guys in this area. |
am 35 and vry discreet. #12618
TN DREAM MAN: 28 year old guy
is attractive and outgoing. Call me
and pls be discreet. #14069
TN CLASSROOM ETIQUETTE: Bi—
black male seeking someone to teach
me a few things. #14718
CALLING ALL COPS: Total
discretion assured. Please call. State
troopers A+. #3113
Memphis, HEY JOCKS: handsome,
25, 510, 165lbs, jock type, (like tall
smooth jock types) enjoy back rubs
too, hoping you call..=z 8591
201 area code, PAINT IT BLACK:
28 y/o, lonely interested in bm for
dating. # 8343
Ft Leonardwood, TANNED/ CLEAN
SHAVEN: 28 y/o, 510, 155lbs,
goodlkg, bitm w/short blondish hair,
tanned, w/green eyes, currently in
grad. schocﬂ, new to area., like

music, sports, #6893
§

Memphis, STRAIGHT WM: 32,
above avg. looks, looking to expand
my horizons, leave msg ﬁyou can

assist. #4724
Nashville, BLOND: 40, 6‘, 170lbs,
nice build, love talking on the phone!
Looking forward to hearing from
anyboﬂy, call anytime. #7226

St. Louis, BLACK MEN ONLY: 30
y/o, bm, 5‘ 7, 155lbs, enjoy movies,
music, & art, seeks mase. acting bm,
to men only 25—65, big & uniformed
A+, #22003
21 YR OLD BUSINESS STUDENT:
6‘, 220lbs, football player‘s built,
italian, dark hair, enjoy quiet evenings
with masc. man under 25 who‘s
looking for arel. 22476_
FEATURES...
* HOME NUMBERS x TALK LIVE
* ALL LIFESTYLES * LATEST ADS
FIRST x FREE MESSAGE CHECK
* FREE AD PLACEMENT
* DISCREET CALL BACK SERVICE
* CONFIDENTIAL
* SORTED BY AREA CODE
DADDY WHERE ARE YOU? 25,
57, 130lbs, btm, long blond hair,
seeking dom. daddy Ear fun times.
#3155
HERE‘S LOOK‘N AT YOU: 27
y/o, blond, blue, love dancing,
partying & quiet times at home,
seeking guy 25—38, dark hair A+, if
you like to have fun we should get
together. #3138
19 YR OLD BLOND: w/ blue eyes,
6‘, 185lbs, into sports, looking to
meet someone new. #7936
ATTRACTIVE: gwm, 39, looking to
party with bingeor types, age
unimportant, beards, tattoos a
definitely plus. #26321
901 Area, COLLEGE STUDENT,
510, 150lbs, lookin for anyone to
hang out with, #26588
BIGGER IS BETTER: 6‘3, 230lbs,
blond, brw eyes, interested in eqpd
man, thin, call if you fit the
description & want to get together.
#5979
Knoxville, SWELL GUY: 24, looking
for nice guys to meet, #4001
Knoxville, OPEN TO ANYTHING:
{just about) Vers., 24, brw hair, blue
eyes, desires close encounters
w/adventuresome type. #4001 ,
acla eca 80000

H

I

8

PERSONALS

VERS. BM, 29, v. attrac., intelligent,
interested in friendship. (prefer 2B
btm) #6469
Tennessee, BLACK TRACK‘IN: 26,
BM, fun to be with, enjoy swimming,
hiking, seeks BM, 24—28 for close
encounters. #3415

NOT FOUND IN THE CLUBS:
Intent 22 yr old w/ long blond hair is
tired of barflys & is |ooEing for
someone has a life from ages 25—35.
call. 23306
|
BASHFUL? CURIOUS? 1ST TIME?
great! I‘m 29 yr old seeking fun—filled
nights w/ right one. Call. #5343
TALL BLUE EYED BLOND 26, 6‘,
desires get togethers w/local &
sincere guys, leave msg. for best time
to contact you. #5713
MEMPHIS LONG BLOND LOCKS:
25, WM, w/blue eyes, 1 45lbs, 5¢6,
seeking guys in memphis area to get
to know each otherfirst. #2919
MEMPHIS ROMANTIC SENSUAL
ITALIAN 35, into candle light
dinners, jacuzzi, & quality company.
A call is worth a thousand words.
#5847
MEMPHIS LIFE IS RICH: 20 yr old,
5‘11, 165lbs, brw hair, blue eyeds,
seeking well—built humorous guy 20—
25 to enjoy muliple activites with.
Knoxville, MASC. MEN‘S CLUB
#5217
FORMING: Just wonna meet other
mase. guys? Call for details. #5752
NASHVILLE AREA BUFFED: into
music, working out at the gym, livin in
Memphis, MOVING TO
MEMPHIS: BM, 18, call anytime for smallish town, let‘s connect. #22747
my number in charleston, se, as |
KNOXVILLE OLDER TOP
moving real soon & would like to
UNIFORM MAN wanted to take...
hear from you. #3473
charge! I‘m 34, brw hair, hazel eyes, "~
with a very sexy attitude; eagerly
MANHANDLER: v. adventurous
Marea rts
, givemeacall
WM, 32,68, 2:
if you‘re also on the wildside. #4354 KNOXVILLE OLDER UNIFORMED
TYPE WANTED: 34 y; old sub,
EXPANDING CIRCLES: 26, BM,
bttm, would love to find older tp man,
just looking for someone to spend
to take charge. Your turn, sir. 25575
some time with. #4236
KNOXVILLE REAL LEATHERMAN
FUN IN THE SUN: 6‘1, sub. WM,
WANTED: 34 yr old Sub. blond &
brw hair/eyes, into cuddling, rel.,
blue, N2 older leather guy w/right
dinner, movies, outdoor activites. So
accessories. (benefits included).
call. #25579
#5724

TO RESPOND TO THESE ADS AND 1,000‘s MORECALL:
1—900—737—GAYS
TOUCH—TONE REQUIRED. OVER 18 ONL aisza—3183. smu onty $1.99/mn.
n e ne na ne me nn a ne a an t me or au in n o
reo ap it spadnF HE ra adaaad naiaewr

